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Jaffa brings 'Honest Abe' to CSUSB
By Jenn Gardner

News Editor
Harry V. Jaffa is the "single
most
important"
political
philosopher today, according to
Dr. Scot Zentner, a political sci
ence professor. Zentner also
praised Jaffa for being the "fore
most voice" of understanding
what potential life holds.
Jaffa honored CSUSB on
April 24 by presenting the
"Statesmanship of Abraham
Lincoln," enlightening over 70
attendees. Jaffa is a professor of
'Government
at
Claremont

McKenna College and the
Claremont Graduate School and
has been published numerous
times on his work on Lincoln.
Recently, Jaffa has published
"A New Birth of Freedom"
(Rowman & Littlefield, 2000),
which is the sequel to "Crisis of
the
House
Divided:
An
Interpretation of the LincolnDouglas Debates" (University of
Chicago Press, 1959).
Jaffa is known for his extensive knowledge on Abrahaffi
Jenn Gardner/Chronicle

--Jaffa continuea on
page 20

Harry V. Jaffa [left] discusses "The Statesmanship of Abraham
Lincoln" with Mark Ruffalo

How does student input affect surveys?
The
professor-evaluation
forms that are filled out in class
es may not have the impact that

may want to vent their frustra
tions with the end-of-the-quarter
professor evaluation form.
However, there are other
avenues for complaining about
professors. The student evalua-

students
TeeTTfial TTTe'
evaluations do not hold much
consequence for professors.
Students who have been having a
difficult time with a professor

it
for assessing a professor's ability.
The professor has his or her
teaching skills evaluated in sev
eral ways. Their teaching has to

By Fred Navarro

Staff Writer

be strong enough, according to
student comments and evalua
tion, the actual evaluation materi
al and peer review. The professor
has to have good professional
development. A professor has to
.t^ve ^^rtainnumber oi publica
tions in a p^r review journal.
The professor's overall service
level to the university and com
munity is also part of the evalua
tion.

All teachers get evaluated
but not for all their classes. A
percentage of classes are evaluat
ed according to the professor's
rank. The faculty ranks are as
follows: lecturer; assistant pro
fessor; associate; and full profes
sor. a position of higher tenure.

* "Survey continued
on page 20

MCDONALD SWEARS Consolidating your
BENGTSON TO DUTY accumuiated loans
By Alan Vacks
By Matthew Woods

vision „ oU .Chief.

Staff Writer

Staff Writer
•

Burglar
there's a ne>v hired gun in
town. Jim Bengtson is the new
officer on . the staff ,of law
enfon^menl here at California

./'StSfo, ^

Beraardmo.
Police Chief Patrick
McDonald swore: Bengt^; 0
duty on April l5. CSUSB law
enforcement has a mtal of 13
officers and is under lie super

Officer Bengtson came?
over ftom
the Riverside^
County Steriff's- Dep^rpenf;
where he worked in the; ;
Moreno Valley Division of
traffic .accident inspection.
like baffel-chestedj fnehdfe:
ly officer with dark hair waf':
attracted to working at CSUSB;;
because of the more focused^

-Police continued
on page 20

Matthew- WoodstCkmnkh

Officer Bengtson [lefij.with Police Chief
McDonald
Tfirffa

The reality of repaying stu
dent loans is often a responsibili
ty that eludes our top priorities on
the list of things to do, until grad
uation is only a quarter, or two,
away.
What everyone with student
loans should know is that there
are many options and incentives
available to lower monthly pay
ments, extend the repayment
period and lower interest rates.
Advantages in consolidating
loans include lowering monthly
payments between 40-60 percent,
extending the payment period to
30 years, and locking interest
rates of student loans below three
and a half percent.
For those who have received
federal student loans, whether:
graduating seniors, graduate stu
dents, non-continuing students,
in the grace period of their loan;
or in active consolidations and
want to reconsolidate; may do so
as long as you have a separate
loan that is not in consolidation.
Currently, student loan inter
est rates are at an all time low.
Economic forecasters suggest
that the rates may drop even fur
ther. In order to take full advan

tage of the opportunity to consol
idate accumulated student loans,
students should be careful not to
taint eligibility for full benefits.
If an individual defaults on a
federal student loan the govern
ment can take tax refunds or gar
nish wages.
Additionally,
defaulting on loan payments may
inhibit credit ratings and
decrease the chances of obtaining
future loans for real estate or
automobiles.
If you are having difficulties
making loan payments, you may
be eligible for deferment or for
bearance. Deferment and for
bearance are two methods to
postpone payment until an indi
vidual is more financially able to
make payments. Contact your
lender, inform them of your
financial situation, and ask about
options to keep your credit rating
good.
There are many non-profit
organizations that work in accor
dance with the federal govern
ment to help alleviate economic
pressures to pay back student
loans.
For more information on
consolidating student loans,
search the net by typing the key
words "consolidating student
loans."

-News
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ASI reviewed: Vice President Sutton steps up
By Liz Villarreal

Staff Writer

Liz VUlareal/Chronicle
ASI VP Sutton "loves working
with students"

Although Jacqueline Sutton
has not yet served a full term, she
is already making noticeable
waves, and leaving her mark on
California State University San
Bernardino's Associated Students
Incorporated (ASI).
In January, ASI found itself a
firecracker in Sutton, when fill
ing the shoes of the Executive
Vice President Manuel Cardoza.
"My ASI experience was
somewhat unplanned, " con
fessed Sutton, "It was just one of
those things where I happened to
be at the right plaee at the right
time."
"I am absolutely enjoying

Health
Preventing Underage Drinking
In celebration of National
Alcohol Awareness Month, the
National Council on Alcoholism
and Drug Dependence (NCADD)
has issued its findings Monday,
stating that more and more young
people are falling victim to binge
drinking.
In an effort to minimize the
problem, the University of
Minnesota's
Alcohol
Epidemiology Program, (AEP)
suggested the use of beer keg
registration numbers in order to
track the purchaser's name,
address, telephone number, and
driver's license number. The AEP
believe this will aid the police in
identifying adults who purchase
alcohol for minors, though the
larger problem may be in getting
vendors to enforce the proposal.
The 20(X) Brockway Bill, named
after the 16-year-old Kevin
Brockway who was killed in an
alcohol related automobile acci
dent in 1997. The accident
occurred after Brockway left a
New Year's party where his
father provided the alcohol. The
Bill made furnishing alcoholic
beverages to minors, who suffer
death or injury while being intox
icated, a felony.
According to the NCADD,
alcohol consumption has been

linked to increases in domestic
violence, depression, rape, poor
academic performance, suicide,
vehicular accidents, and has a
firm grip on teens by popular
marketing strategies.
The problem facing experts
is to how best prevent alcohol
consumption among teens. By
targeting minors, researchers are
hopeful that they will stop poten
tial alcohol poisonings, and
future alcoholism among the
youdr ages 10-16-yejtfs~bf
This age range if vital since
almost 20% of all alcohol con
sumed in the US has been linked
back to minors.
The NCADD found that a
16-year-old is more likely to die
of drinking related injuries than
murder, suicide, or handgun vio
lence. With these findings
research institutions across the
country are now taking further
steps to find solutions to end
access to alcoholic beverages to
minors.
To view the full AEP report
on, "Strategies to Prevent
Underage Drinking," log on to
www.niaaa.nih.gov/publications/arh26-1 /5-14. htm.

For more information o^Ahe
NCADD and alcohol consump
tion log on to www.ncadd.o^.
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every minute of it," she added
enthusiastically.
And CSUSB is certainly
reaping the benefits of having
Sutton in office. With a seeming
ly endless supply of energy,
ambition to spare and a compas
sionate heart, Sutton has devoted
herself completely to CSUSB
and to her fellow students.
In just a few short months,
Sutton has already managed to
accomplish a great deal with ASI.
On April 21, any student
who set foot on campus likely
saw some of the fruits of her
labor in the form of an enormous
free student picnic.
Sutton

planned and organized the entire
event, and was thrilled that hun
dreds showed up to take part in
an afternoon of eating and social
izing. She admitted to running
out of food three times, but with
the same good humor that seems
to be her nature, Sutton laughed
and added, "be careful when you
put 'food' and 'free' in the same
sentence." Her goal is to make
the picnic an annual event and
she plans to build on it, making it
bigger and better for next year.
Recently, Sutton also had the
privilege of rewriting the ASI
policy. The new policy includes
a vice president position for

CSUSB's Palm Desert campus.
She believes that the position has
been a long time coming. "I'm
very proud of this accomplish
ment," said Sutton, "They really
need representation out here."
"She [Sutton] has managed a
lot of ASI . . . she has been a
tremendous asset," compliments
ASI President Erik Fallis. He
went on to say that with Sutton's
help with ASI, he is able to
accomplish more duties outside
the office.
Among a multitude of other

~Sutton continuea
on page 20

WORLD NEWS BEAT
Kenya: Government request supply of AIDS medications
pp?/ / The K^yan government requested medications to fight the AIDS vims after health
fepdrts hospitals beds filled with over 50% with predominately AIDS patients. The nation with an est?
mated 30 million people has over 2.2 million infected with HIV/AIDS, The nation just recently ins^4
hitqd its"safe sex" campaign as, inveducationai tool to: aid cidzens ag^st high-risk sexual behavip
tesultiiig m the conttaeling of HIV. Widi the numbers of newly diagnos^ cases on the rise, the Kenyan
government has turned its attention to treatment and access to therapy. This campaign for raedicatic^;
treatment^ aitd therapy is vital since only an estimated 7,000 citizens actually have access to adequate
dmgs aiBd ptoi^ meaid^ c^- l^nyan l^aMi miiuster Kenneth Chebet reported diat the cost
patient is $40 per month for the HTV/ATDS drugs. The government will utilize world health
tdf
aM in addition to brainstorming for revenue within the nations economy.
' ^ 4li

South Korea: fears of North Korean Nuclear Weapons
- Souto Korean fore%tt ministor Ybon Ybung-Kwan addressed last week of his growing ct^
c^s regarding dte Nqrto Korean nticlear w^pqns program: North Korean officials told the US;t^
"against a poBstbIelJ§le3'WfKbreanattackrtrS'd1fie

stated dial

North KoVeau nuclear pto^apx

sirould never have b^ in^len^rtted in die fir^ place.

Police Reports
April 18
Incident: Annoying Telephone
Call
At approximately 2:00 p.m.,
officers took a report from a
CSUSB professor who reported
that an unknown male subject left
voice mail cursing the professor
out.

are no leads or suspect
information.

April 23

Incident: Battery on a
Person
Cai State Police offi
cers were dispatched to
Joshua Residence Hall
regarding a fight in progress.
Two subjects exchanged punches
April 20
and wrestled each other to the
Incident: False Fire Alarm
At approximately 9:50 p.m., ground before being broken up.
One subject fled prior to police
officers responded to Serrano
Village Apartment #. 5 regarding arrival but later contacted police
a report of a fire alarm. Upon at the Cal State Police
Both subjects
investigation, the fire alarm was Department.
requested
each
other
be prosecut
determined to be false. There are
ed
for
battery.
no leads or suspect information.

April 22
Incident: Vehicular Hit and
Run, Non-Injury
At approximately 10:55
a.m., officers responded to Lot G
regarding a report of a vehicular
hit and run. An unknown vehicle
struck the left rear area of a
parked vehicle. At this time there

With Coupon Only
mrtminn 50 cof^
Copy Plus is open six days a week.

On thfe cwier of Ui^versity & KendaH, behind El PoWo Loco
nexltoUBE (909) 887-8500
Counesy of google.com

Incident: Vandalism
Cal State Police officers
were dispatched to parking Lot E
on a report of a vehicle with its
lire slashed. The owner of the
vehicle reported that an unknown
person slashed her left front tire.
Incident: Battery on a Police
Officer
A Cal State Police officer,
while on foot patrol at the
Student Union, was assaulted by
two subjects. The officer was
punched several times before
being able to request assistance.
San Bernardino Unified School
District Police responded to
assist the Cal State Police

Officer.
Two subjects were
arrested on scene.

April 24
Incident: Medical Aid
At approximately 5:36 a.m.,
officers responded to the CSUSB
parking Lot D, regarding a report
of a female student having short
ness of breath and difficulty
breathing.
San
Bernardino
Paramedics treated and transport
ed the female student to St.
Bemardine's Hospital.
Incident: Medical Aid
At approximately 2:00 p.m.,
officers responded to the CSUSB
Sierra Hall building regarding a
female student that felt dizzy,
nauseous and with a stomach
pain. San Bernardino Paramedics
treated and transported the stu
dent to the hospital.
Incident: Stolen Vehicle
At approximately 7:49 p.m.,
officer took a report on a stolen
vehicle. Vehicle was stolen from
parking lot G.
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THE BUZZ
Sliidcnt
\U-iitoriii^ I'ninrani
Any S(>phonu>rc. junior or
senior hrudent'^ who would like
to participaie in ihc Faculty
Student Mentoring Program
may call Dr. Rafael Corrca al
{9tW) 880 5853 tor inotv infor
mation.
This program will help pre
pare incoming students - fresh
man and transfer. In participat
ing in this program, students
will develop ami improve orga
nizational and leadership skills,
make new friends and he able lo
aivc back to others.
'I III* < an-cr

rU'vclupniriil (Vnlcr
The Career Dcvelopmenr
Center will be selling up job
inlcrx'tcvvs with employers in
\\\c huMincss industry, aitd govcmmcnl professions.
April 23 through June h,
interviews will be set up.
To participate, visit the
Career Center's website at
httpt.'/career.csiisb.edu and click
on M()NSTFJ<1KAK.''INTF.RvnwrRAK.

To be eligible to participate
in the program, you must, be a
senior (graduating no later than
June
graduate student or
alumnus.
Two special workshopsentitled "Mow to Stand Out at
Your On-Campus Interview".
Workshops will be hei<1 in the
Career Development Center
Conference raom UH"329 on
Monday. April 14 at 1 p.m.
For tnore information con
tact the Career Oevclopment
Center at
880-5250.

to miss a thing!
Ilisiorj"

"What I've Learned About
L.S. Foreign Folicy: The War
Against the I hird World" will
he shown again at 6 p.m. in the
Syeumoio Room in the Lower
Commons on May 7.
Included in this compila
tion m* pieces by Martin Luther
King jr.. Brian Wilson, and John
Stockwcll.

(5f)2) 951-4860, attention:
Susana Gonzale/. F.xecutivc
Director.

will be given to top pledge rais
ers.
Also, the day will inclndc a
pel show, pel care information,
and obediotcc training demon
strations.
lu request a
Particii^anl's f^acket call the
Huinanc .Society at (909) 88229.U.

Whiil

CSS V l ii'Irl ()ri;:iiii/or

INisiiioii
Ihc
California
Siaic
Siiidenl Association is looking
to contract a Meld Organi/ci for
"Wiilk lor llu' Aiiiniiils"
a threemonth [icriod to organ
I'he Humane Society of San ize a "no student fee increase"
AiiuTKaii M;irki-liii;i
Bernardino Valley will hold its
campa^n.
Associtilioii
"Walk for the Animals" on May
Ijfftnimum qualifications
10. I'hc walk-a ihon is in honor include: two years exijcricnce
Need something new in your
of "Be Kind to Aninmls Week;' with grassrorns org:nnzing
life? Looking for a great resume
which is May 5-11. Tlic money atul.'or electoral organizing; one
builder? Want to go to Vegas?
raised will help fund cruelty year experience working with
Then join the AMAl
investigations and to support student government at the col
The A.MA is looking for
humane ediiealioii classes In lege level: excellent written and
new niember> anil applications
local schools.
verba! cornmunicalioft skills;
will be available at the meeting.
The walk will take place on
profcsNional prcsenlatiftn; and a
Business imd Conununicaiion:
campus at CSUSB; check in
po.sitivc attitude: patient, scif.Studies majors are encouraged
time begins at 8:.30 a.m. and the motivaied. (mi-going and detailto attend, but all majors are wel
walk is scheduled to begin at oriented.
come as well.
«>:0{) a.m. There will be door
To apply please fax your
.AM.A is excited for u{x:omprizes .ind other merchandise to resume and proposal to CSSA at
ing events ami yon won't want
be siven away. Special awards

nukes
by the guard of U.S.
By Aaron Fredericks

AssL News Editor
A number of nations outside the
"rogue nations," as named in US foreign
policy, continue to possess or seek
weapons .of mass destruction or WMD;
despite the current disarmament drive by
the United States and the United Nations.
These states include the most power
ful entities in the world today, including
the five permanent members with veto
power on the Security Council, as well as
other countries whose foreign policies
towards their respective regions play a
major influence.
'
These nations
include - but may not be limited to - the
U.S., Britain, France, China, Russia, Israel,
India, Pakistan and North Korea. The
majority of these countries have possessed
nuclear weapons for decades.
WMD include nuclear, chemical, and
biological weapons. As legacies of the
Cold War, the U.S. and Russia possess the
majority of WMDs. "The United States has
one of the largest and yet undestroyed col
lections of biological and chemical
weapons," stated Dr. Ralph H. Salmi, a
Political Science Professor for the

California Stale University of San
Bernardino. One of the reasons for these
standing armaments is the lack of existing
technology to create the facilities necessary
for the destruction of the weapons, accord
ing to Salmi.
Britain, France and China also control
significant arsenals. Israel, meanwhile, is
the one of the few nations in the Middle
East not to have signed the NonProliferation Treaty and has atomic
weaponry in a largely "nuke-free zone,"
said Salmi.
While India and Pakistan have
announced their membership in the nuclear
club, and North Korea appears to have
possibly developed an atomic weapon,
most nations lack the resources and
expertise to follow in these Asian coun
tries' footsteps.
Viable bomb recipes abound, but the
issue of funding for nuclear programs,
obtaining fissile material and recruiting
the necessary personnel remains a chal
lenge. According to Salmi, a number of
the Pakistani nuclear scientists received
training in the United States.

~Allies continued page 20

The Coyote Chronicle News Editor extends apolo
gies for misrepresenting the protest, which went
on April 10. The demonstration was not to protest
the sexism of the political science department of
CSUSB. Look for an article in the following weeks
to give this event its correct information.

U t will 11 li'lp

^•ol•k <i!\?
Citylife Hotel fn'oup is
offering a trip to NYC (or a win
ning
anecdote
of
the
"Roommate from Hell" promo
tion. For more information, call
Pain Tully at (201) 348-8998 or
www.stayinny.coin/roommatcfromhell.

r.pic JSroiidlKiiul
('iH'ponition will In; at
( SI SH
Beginning on April 28,
until May 5. Lpic Broadband
Corporation will have a
set up in University Hall.
Epic Broadband Corp.
offers entrepreneurs benefits,
such as full training heiiefiis,
llexible Iiours, e.xcellcnt cxjxiricncc. and earn crcilible refer
ences. To attend an upcoming
information, interview and
training .sessions call 1-866544-EPlC
(3742)
or
www.epicbroadband.com.

GARBAGE IN THE
GUTTER SPOILS MORE
NTKE STREET.
M<nyV>€ yotA

Wow,

\ ¥c$seA. Iv\ fUe sWeeV
IKFO sLoviH
polluHw^ loc^n) vivevs, l<nVes
be^ncUes. TKe sFewcU
FUe cov\f<nmivv^»iHovv
oixv Vt<As

/isV oF
cot*M*MxvviH€S.

wUeve yotA Uve Iv\
Bew\<?vv<Aiv\o
CotxwFy, fUis poMiaHow Is
pvob1^€t*^. TUe <nv\swev? Dvop W^nsU iv\ <5X
c<nH wof H\€ cuvb, Fo Kelp pvev€v\F
PoHiaHow
pvoFecF oiav Ke^FK. IF's
iw yotAv K<!»tv\«As.

To report illegal dumping or
for more pollution prevention tips,
go to www.180Qcleanup.org, or call:

1(800)CLEANUP

ene
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Staff ihiti r

Name: Mark Soriano
Major: Finance
Year: Junior
"J woke up with spots on my
body."

Name: Matt Spallcn
Major: CommunicaUons
Year: Junior

Students register online for the commencement ceremonies this June.

One step closer
to graduation

'i would p(» lo wash niy
hands and just iu)i come
back.'"

Name: Ashley Harmon
Major: Finance and
Vlarkeiing
Year: Senior
"Something came up
busv."

Nan^e: Paul Sam
Major: Finance
Year: Sophomore
*11' she d(^esn"t look gocnJ. I
would sav that f have anoth
er date to gt> lo."

Name: Anna C'ayanan
Majiir: Business
Year: Freshman
• i would Stan lliiting w i t h /

the waiter."

^

Name: Jenny JomnicU
Major: Communications
Year: Senior

Cruse participated in an
gameshow
event sponsored by
Scene Editor
the Village Square.
During the show, Cruse was
"It just felt right," those,
called
and stood in shock for a
were one of thoughts of fresh
man Albert Cruse who contem couple of seconds before running
plated a trip to the "Price is down the aisle pumping his chest
Right" gameshow on Tuesday in excitement.
Cruse did not win the first
night, April 22nd.
bid
on
a glassware set. But on the
Cruse is a criminal justice
second
turn, Cruse started a win
major with the goal of someday
ning
spree
consisting of a barbeing a National Security Agent.
beque,
two
recliners
and a desk.
"Everyone at Mojave Hall
After
winning
$1000
in the
was bragging, and congratulating
Wheel
Spin,
Cruse
entered
the
me on my win," said Cruse.

By Beatriz Barragan

LccH f-cr the Jh-n mi] 'Jlepcite
iiU e v e r cuMipiis.
0-Cive a ijup.snmi
would itfce to
'EniaiC us at sSchrcnv^cHisb.edu

s TOf 'tne
advantage of the Grad Days,
they have a little less to worry
about, but a lot to look forward
to in the futiu-e. Jeremy Johnson
a Criminal Justice major said "I
am happy to be graduating, but
at the same time, I am kind of
nervous to face the real world."
Those who missed put oo
the opportunity to attend Grad
Days can still pick up tickets at
the bookstore until June 4 and
after that they will be available
in the commencement office in
the Administration Building 101.
As for your cap and gown, they
can be purchased at the book
store until graduation.
"This is a service to students
in order to make their graduation
preparation much easier, and its
always offered about two months
before winter and spring gradua
tions.

Showcase winner

"I would have my cell pltonc
with lue, and as a joke my
ihend would Ciill and pre
tend 10 be my boylricnd."

I

With Coyote radio playing
music in the background, tickets
being sold for a raffle, and grad
uates registering for graduation,
the environment in front of the
Coyote bookstore for CSUSB's
Grad Days was surprisingly laid
back.
Several CSUSB organiza
tions were showing their support
by selling snacks and drinks. The
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority sold
cookies to help raise money for
breast cancer research while
LBSA sold root beer floats and
other organizations sold popcorn
and fruit.
Everything graduates would
need was readily available in a
"one stop shop," says Kim Ball,
Bookstore Director.
Grad Days are held at

Dm tne- Aitrmm Associanol
allows seniors graduating in
June to take advantage of this
opportunity without the hassle of
last minute preparation. This is
an event that allows graduates to
register for commencement cere
monies, purchase their caps and
gowns, commencement tickets
for friends or family, a diploma
frame, .class rings, an alumni
membership and receive 25 per
cent off of all CSUSB items.
In the past, graduating sen
iors have had to go to three dif
ferent locations to prepare for
graduation.
With another school year
coming to an end, graduates are
running frantically to prepare for
graduation and there is no sign of
relief in sight. With finals, grad
uation preparation, and m^ing
sure that they do all they can to
pass their last classes, graduates

answer

Beatriz Barragan!Chronicle

Albert Cruse smiles to camera
Showcase Showdown and won
his showcase of a flatscreen T.V,
a bedroom set, and a jacuzzi
worth $18,500.

L
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ASI elections underway
By Beatriz Barragan

Scene Editor

While most of the country is
used to having elections in the
fall, CSUSB will hold it's
Associated Students, Inc. (ASI)
elections this spring quarter
starting on May 7, 20d3. The
running process is difficult and
can be very stressful to all candi
dates.
Not just anyone can run for
office, guidelines set by the
Elections Committee requires all
those who want to run for a posi
tion must be currently enrolled
"i6 a student and have at least two
quarters with a minimum of 9
units completed prior to the
quarter of the election.
And a CPA requirement for
all candidates has been set at 2.0
in cumulative work and in the
prior quarter.
After this point, depending
on which position, there are dif
ferent requirements for candi
dates. There two different execu
tive bodies that hold positions.
ASI officers include ASI presi
dent, vice president, etc.
There is also the Board of
(BoD)

of representatives from each col
lege. College representatives
include Arts and Letters,
Business
and
Public
Administration,
Education,
Natural Science, Extending
Learning, Social and Behavior
Sciences, and an undeclared rep
resentative.
In order to run for an ASI
position, all candidates must be
members of the ASI. Once that
is established, it is then when
petitions are handed to the run
ners. The signature of a petition
is the first form of support stu
dents can give to a potential can
didate. There must be 300 signa
tures from CSUSB students to
ensure a spot on the election bal
lot.
BoD candidates need to be
enrolled in the college they are
running for. With that set, they
petition for 150 signatures from
CSUSB students.
The petition requires that
the student provides their printed
name and signature as well as the
last four digits of their social
security number to verify they
are CSUSB students.
Finally, the campaigning
process starts on April 27th at

and majP ai

most difficult part of
the running process
due to all the restric
tions set on the can
didates. The policies
are strict and meant
to make the cam
paign fair to all par
ticipants. Past viola
tions have caused
disqualifications
significant
from
campaigns.
All candidates
have almost two
weeks to campaign
and only on CSUSB
school grounds. Yet,
Beatriz BarraganlChronicle
there are no posters
Junior
Dorcus
Walker
along
with
sophomores
Rick
Janzer
and Brandon Barrows
allowed near or in the
sign
petitions
for
candidates.
Student
Union,
Coyote Cafe, ASI
No
endorsements
are
huge sign (8' wide x 5' tall) is
offices.
Student
allowed.
Any
candidate
that
uses
allowed'and
must
not
be
lifted
Affairs, or within 50 feet of Pfau
more than 7 feet from the a title of any sponsor is a viola
Library.
The election restrictions ground, 30 posters (28"x22") on tion. Current ASI officers are not
allowed to endorse candidates
extend to how much money can stakes (40" in length) and five
3'x5' signs can only be used. during the campaign.
didates can spend and how many
Each candidate will defi
signs each candidate can post. Flyers can be passed out to stu
No participant can extend more dents and taped to certain areas. nitely prove if they are capable
than $500 in a campaign and Each sign must also hold a dis of the responsibilities they want
must submit a financial
report claimer from ASI, which reads to obtain. The hard work of each
"ASI as a corporation does not candidate will reflect upon each
detailing all expenses.
There are rules on campaign endorse any candidate in the student's vote on May 7th and
«mdidale,- oidy

he .the-

(Date?
Coyote Dating is back!
Anyone interested in finding the perfect
match, just fill out the questionnaire and turn

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
Are

it in to the Chronicle Office in UH 037.
1. Gender:
Female
Male
X Ye^
Freshman
Sophomore
Jumor
Senior
3. How do you describe yourself?
:
A. Party Animal unlihhe early dawn.
B. Hardworking and rdicly can go out.
C. Lazy and won't ever gel up from the couch.
4. or the following, which Is your perfect dale?
A. A romantic walk on the beach
B. A rockin" concert featuring your favorite band
C. A .sporting event
D. Slay home and do nothing.
5. If any actor was going to portray you in a movie, whti wauiltl you he?
Girls
Boys
A. Vivica A. Fox
A. Henicio Del forro
B. .lennifer Lopez
B. Brad Pitt
C. Janeane Garofalo
C. Tobey McGwire
D. Lucy Lnjj
D. Omar Epps
6. Who did you vote for?
A. George Ru.sh
B. A! Gore
C. I dtm't waste my time with jtolitics.
7. What per.sonalit\ traits to yt)u value the most in another person?
A. Smarts
B. Humor
C. Looks
8. Would you prefer to dale a female or male? A, Female
B. Mtile

Name:.

Contact Info:.

CSUSB

; '

Discount
Nights
•

50% OFF
Now offering Delivery to CSUSB J
After 6:00 p.m. • Dine ill only
Now offering Delivery to CSUSB Serrano Village
UiMt Oik

• Specialty PiZ5^s Excluded

T%e Seen
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STARS SHINE BRIGHT ON
TALENT SHOW NIGHT
By Marilyn Valdez

Staff Writer
Who knows? Perhaps the
next American Idol will be one of
our own CSUSB students.
On Wednesday April 23, the
stars shined brighter than ever on
campus, as Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Associated Students,
Inc. (ASI), and Student Union
Program Board (SUPB) spon
sored , "A Night with the Stars"
talent show.
This was an opportunity for
students to exhibit their talents as
well as an opportunity to win
money.
The Event Center was as full,
as it had never been before. An
estimated 520 people showed up
for the event. Tables were set up
with centerpieces as well ds com
plimentary sodas, snack mix and
pan dulce. Anxious audience
members munched away as they
waited for the show to start.
Lynn Rogers sister of Zeta
Phi Beta and organizer of the
event said, "There could have
been about 600 people at the
event, but we couldn't let every
one in since it was already too
full."
The night embarked on tal
ents such as Lavance Coley, who
was the first singer to perform .
His powerful vocals and melodic
song received a standing ovation.
But he wasn't the only per
former to capture the audience.
People were amazed as they
watched belly dancer Allison
Aprile dance with a sword on her
' head. She maneuvered to move
diligently without dropping it.
True performer Delilah Allen
sang "I'm Going Down don't
Leave," with emotion and a
strong voice, despite the fact that
her microphone stopped working,
and the music turned off during

Kamesha Brown, Zeta Phi Beta
sister from CSUDH said, "It is an
honor for me to come and sup
port these ladies, they have
worked really hard putting this
show together, I really admire
them," as she glanced a t.mi!e
over to Brandi Wilson Zeta Phi
Beta sister from CSUSB.
The second half of the per
formances continued with Alex
Solano's
spanglish
reggae
sounds. His freestyle perform- ance caused everyone to-^t up
and dance. He did a rendition of
Sean Paul's "Just Give me the
Light" rephrasing the lyric with t
"Just Give me the Prize."
Another freestyle perform
ance which caught the audience's
attention, was Harold Peters Bbox. He was able to imitate tunes
as well as create freestyle beats.
The night concluded with
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. Their
step performance was extremely
Beatriz Barragan/Chronicle powerful. They had an array of
All performance stand on stage to receive certificate for their participation and to hear the announcement of the
jumps and flips, as well as

First Annual A Night with the Stars wmner

her performance, she remained
strong and kept on singing.
Ivan Laskey added some
excitement to the night with his
outspoken jokes and Austin
Powers impressions. Sometimes
the audience wasn't too receptive
to his jokes, but he Would just
keep on smiling and continue.
When Laskey was asked if he
was nervous, he said, "No, not
really, I've done some stand up
comedy before. As long as I think
I'm doing a good job, I'm okay."
National exchange student
from Taiwan,Wen-Han Lee did a
piano piece, which gave a nice
touch to the night. It seemed as if
the music she was playingyivas
calming and relaxing to the^udience.
There was a 10 minute inter
mission between the show ,

Marilyn ValdezJChronicle
Lavance Coley serenades the audience

M

which allowed students to get be given away. Everyone held
refreshments, use the restroom their tickets tightly, as the num
and the opportunity to buy a bers were being called out by
mistress of ceremonies, Annette
video of the night's show.
Judges Kathy Ervins-Theater Pulido. When a CSUSB sweater
Arts Professor. James Parent-Ass. was being given away, the stu
Program Coordinator of Student dent who's ticket was called out
Leadership and Development, went up to the stage too late, so
Tom Provesano-Theater Arts another number was called out.
Professor and Dr. Rob Dunham- Becky Snow got the second num
Chief of the Music Dept. were ber and gave the sweater to the
introduced during the intermis first person who won it.
'The other person won it, it
sion.
When the judges were asked was just so loud in here that she
what they thought about the per wasn't able to hear the announce
formances so far, Kathy Ervin ment," said Snow.
The night continued with a
responded, "Wow! I never
thought CSUSB had so much tal step performance from Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority. Along with their
ent."
After introductions, a raffle sisters from Cal State Dominguez
proceeded. CSUSB sweaters, Hills, the Zeta ladies put on a
tickets to Scandia theme park, strong show which demonstrated
through
sisterhood.
and movie tickets were going to unity

Marilyn Valdez!Chronicle
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority presented their step show

"seemed as^w^^the stage under ^
them was going to collapse.
Despite the interruption of
a rowdy audience member who
caused some hostility amongst
audience members, the perform
ance kept going.
At the end of the show all
participants were given a ceit^>
cate of appreciation. And then the
winners were announced.
In the Mise.. category, 2nd
place went to Ahmed Alvaca and
1 st place to Wen-Han Lee. In the*
Dance category 2nd place went to
Nadia Miller, Delilah Allen, and
Halley Wood. The 1st place was
given to Allison Aprile. In the
Vocalist category there were two
2nd place prizes; Andy Carlson
and Harold Peters. First place

~ Talent
Cont. on page 20

Beatriz Barragan/Chronicle
Krixa Lim was one of the firsts to sing

i
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CSUSB students
take a lunch break
By Beatriz Barragan

Scene Editor
The slight rain on
Tuesday morning didn't
damper anyone's spirits
from attending the first
annual "Lunch on the
Lawn" event behind the
Social
and
Behavior
Science Building, spon
sored by ASI and the
Social
and
Behavior
Science Building.
The often quiet area of
the school was given a jolt
of excitement when hun
dreds of students and staff
lined up to receive free
food brought by ASI.
Food choices ranged
from chips, sloppy joes,
and salads with various
kinds of drinks. On three
occasions, food was all out
and new orders were
brought in to cover for the
students who didn't get
anything to eat.
"We first ordered food
for 5(X) people, and since
fedfdefed'' fwice,'
Jacque Sutton, Executive
Vice President of ASL .
' After many expenses
students have had, it was
refreshing seeing an event

( hb ML

Beatriz Barragan/Chronicle
Picnic tables covered the lawn behind the Social and
Behavior Science and Visual Arts buildings
free of charge to everyone.
"Affer all we been through
with tuition increases, it
was nice that the school
gave this free event," said
senior Juanita Ahumada.
Free food was not the
only give away, students
were able to get a t-shirt
with a picnic scene and the
"Lunch on the Lawn,"
trfacfc?" JettCT '
across the front. All the
shirts were then gone
within 35 minutes.
"Even though we ran
into some complications,
all this is still exciting to

Beatriz Barragan/Chronicle
Dennice Raygoza climbs to the top of the rock wall.

me. It's the first time we
do something 100 percent
free to all students," said
Sutton.
And yet the give
aways did not stop there.
Army ROTC set up a rockclimbing obstacle for
everyone. The wall was
about 40 feet high and
many students found it
-wasn't such an easy climb
than it seemed. Of course
there were some standouts,
sophomore
Dennice
Raygoza was able to reach
the top after an Army ser
geant was having some
troubles.
"It was hard getting a
grip on the wall, and one
side is harder to climb than
the other," said Raygoza.
The picnic proved to
be very informational as
well. There were many
booths set up to provide
details of upcoming events
and programs on campus.
The Women's Resource
Center, Student Alumni
Association,
and
Recreational Sports.
"We really should
make this a tradition, it's
great giving back to stu
dents," said Sutton.

Coyote Lite
Healthy Teeth
From http://superiordentaIcare.com/nutritioii.htm
Michael S. Eisenberg DDS
Who would have guessed
that poor oral heath could lead
to worse medical conditions.
Bad diets, such as an access of
foods that contain acids that
break down tissue area around
the teeth, will not only result in
an unhealthy oral hygiene but

in medical conditions that can
eventually hurt the body.
Not eating healthy affects
the entire immune system and
can lead to various diseases.
People with lowered immune
systems have been shown to be
at higher risk for periodontal

a .w«
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ufui new frinnbhip-^ devi loped.

CLUB MIXER
Houlii/ B:ii-i;)t*an
.Vi'f/ri* / Jifor
Latest numbei-s show that 22.7 per
cent ofC.'SUSB students are of 1 lispanie
backgrounds. Many of ihern are inemhers to Latino organi/ations on canipu.s,
On Wednesday. .April 23 Latino
Business Student Association (LBSA)
hosted a Club .Mixer for all Latino
organizations cm campus to participate
in.
"We have been around campus k>r
a long time and \vc haven't been able to
get together and .socialize as a whole."
said Martha Torres. pie.sidcni of LBS.A.
Organiz.iTions included in llic event
were Delta ,Sigmu (?hi which is a coed
hitino based
fniiernity.
Mexican
<.'onno.crion (MC) a unique club only
found at CSUSB antl is made of differ
ent latiiK) members. Lambda Theia Phi.
a latino based liaieniiiy with many
chapters across the country. Interested
Ladies of Lambda Thcta Alpha, an
interest group trying to e.siablish a new
sorority at CSUSB. .And LBSA. direct
ed at student who would like to excel in
the business world.
The Club Mi.xer started off at 6 pm
at the Lt)vver Commons. Each group
brougltt .some kind of ftHxl or drink to
the event. LBS.A provided piz/tts for
everyone.
Everyone p;uticipatcd in icebreak

disease. Latest research have
shown a link between healthy
oral health and systemic condi
tions such as diabetes and car
diovascular diseases.
The American Dietetic
Association and the National
Institutes of Health have rec
ommended well-balanced diets
that include "foods from four
basic food group: fruits and
vegetables, breads and cereals,
milk and dairy products, meat,
chicken, fish or beans, and try
avoiding fad diets that limit or
eliminate entire food groups
which usually result in vitamin
or mineral deficiencies."

ers. One of the icebreakers had every
one running tuoiind looking for empty
seats after the person who was standing
up pointed out something about
himdierself and anyone who fell into
the same criteria had to switch to a dif
ferent sear.
"I'm so cool becati.sc I am a
Lambda." said Humberio Quinlana
after he was the only left standing and
hud to get others to switch seats.
f.nSA h.iil been trying to get exoryone together for quite some lime
becaUvSe it was imjxirtani to unite every
one and participate in activities that
would help out others.
"We tried to make a latino council
that consisted of representatives from
each club, but that didn't go through."
said Torres.
"f thought this was a great idea, it
was really fun and we should haxc more
Mixers often," said Kicardo Meraz,
president of MC.
"It's cool seeing everyone together,
liveryone is enjoying themselves," .said
MC Addi Garcia.
All groups have supponed each |
oilier in events on and off campus, hut
this was the first time everyone interact-.
ed w ith each other and got to know each :
other more. The Club Mi.xer was dcfi- .
nitely the first step to a new unity
belvteen idl latino groups on campus, ft
is a Stan to a new set of plans and goals

Avoid foods that stick to you create and environment for
the teeth, such as crackers, -oral bacteria to develop.
cake, and dried fruits, because Studies have proven that dental
they will promote tooth decay. disease is one of the leading
Instead, snack on nuts, raw causes of heart diseases, obesi
vegetables,
plain
yogurt, ty, diabetes and hypertension.
cheese and sugarless gum.
So remember, if you want to
Always keep your mouth live healthy always take care of
moist by drinking lots of water. your teeth.
Saliva protects both hard and
soft oral tissues. If you have a
Are there any health
dry mouth, supplement your
concerns you are worry
diet with sugarless candy or
about?
gum to stimulate saliva.
One caution: malnutrition,
(bad nutrition) can result from
Email Coyote Lite ideas
too much nourishment as easy
to sbchron@csusb.edu
as too little. Each time you eat,
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This Day in History: The Loch
Ness Monster first sighted

Tobi CavazoslWomen's Resource Center
Teresa Raef singing at "Take Back the Night"

CSUSB women
take back the night
By Alexandra Rodriguez

Staff Writer

The Clothesline Project
served to honored survivors of
violence against women with Tshirts displayed in the Student
Union courtyard, which were
created by individuals who were
victims of violence themselves or
in honor of loved ones. The var
ious colors displayed represented
different types of violence:
White - Individuals who
were murdered or died.
Yellow
or
Beige

it away! I'm taking it BACK!"
The inspirational messages
displayed at "Take Back the
Night" reach back to a one hun
dred and 26 year tradition that
started in England in 1877, where
the first 'Take Back the Night"
event took place. "Its creators
wanted to call attention to the
violence and fear women
encountered walking in the
streets at night. The first similar
event in the United States was

Every 15 seconds a woman
in the United States is beaten, and
more than half of all women in
the United States have been
physically assaulted at some
point in their lives. The extinc
tion of violence towards women
and awareness was the premise
for "Take Back the Night".
The event took place on Individuals who have been bat held in San f^ancisco ni 1978, to
protest violence against women.
April 24 and was hosted by the tered or assaulted.
Red - Individuals who have Since then, "Take Back the
Women's Resource Center, A.S.I,
Night" has been an annual event
and the Office of Housing and been raped or sexually assaulted
the
country"
Green - Individuals who are throughout
Residential Life.
(csusb.edu).
Jessica Marin
of
the survivors of incest or child sexu
Also, a very real reminder of
Women's Resource Center states, al abuse.
violence
against women range
Purple
Individuals
attacked
" It's about women standing up
throughout
campus, with the
because
they
are
or
were
per
and saying we're taking back the
tolling
of
the
bell tower every 6
ceived
as
homosexual.
night, it's a right of empower
The T-shirts lining the minutes from 12 to 1 p.m. that
ment and a time to celebrate and
honor. It's an event for all stu Student Union courtyard were represented a rape which occurs
dents, no matter their gender, filled with courage and dedicated in the United States every 6 min
to the memory of loved ones. A utes. The awareness event not
because it affects everyone."
In attendance were represen white shirt read, "God gives only honored victims of violence
tatives from the student health those with the greatest character, targeted towards women, but also
center and San Bernardino the greatest challenges. That is displayed the power of expres
Sexual
Assault
Services. why I was born a woman!" sion and every persons right to
However, the feature fro the Another white shirt read, " I was walk the streets at night without
night's
event
was
the only 7! Just a little girl, you took fear. "
"Clothesline
Clothesline rrojeci
Project"..
/*
'
'

Although accounts of an
aquatic beast living in Scotland's
Loch Ness date back 1-.500 years,
the modem legend of the Loch
Ness Monster is bom when a
sighting makes local news on
May 2, 1933. The newspaper
Inverness Courier related an
account of a local couple who
claimed to have seen "an enor
mous animal rolling and plung
ing on the surface."
The story of the "monster" (a
moniker chosen by the Courier
editor) became a media phenom
enon, with London newspapers
sending
correspondents
to
Scotland and a circus offering a
£20,000 reward for capture of the
beast.
Loch Ness, located in the
Scottish Highlands, has the
largest volume of fresh water in
Great Britain; the body of water
reaches a depth of nearly 800 feet
and a length of about 23 miles.
Scholars of the Loch Ness
Monster find a dozen references
to "Nessie" in Scottish history,
dating back to around A.D. 500,
when local Picts carved a strange
aquatic creature into standing
stones near Loch Ness.
The earliest written refer
ence to a monster in Loch Ness is
a 7th-century biography of Saint
Columba, the Irish missionary
who Btroduced Clffi:

The Latino faculty anti staff dinner

Vincent Dass/Chronkie
Smiling faces at the Latino faculty and staff dinner
By Vincent Dass

Staff Writer
The Association of Latino
Faculty. Staff and Students cele
brated its 18th Annual Scholarship

and Recognition banquet at the
CSUSB Lower Commons, on
April 25th. by distributing eleven
scholarships to CSUSB under
graduate and credential graduate
students.
The Keynote Speaker was

Manuel Loya.
Peggy Atwell,
Irene Carrasco. Richard Pineda.
Cheryl Riggs, and Stacey Sowards
presented the scholarships.
Irene Carrasco president of
ALFSS said each year the associa
tion helps any CSUSB student
regardless of their grade point
average(gpa). Every year, the
scholarship applications at the
fmancial aid counter by February,
and the student needs to apply for
this scholarship by March 2nd.
Thereafter, the financial aid office
selects students and distributes the
funds'.
Lory Garcia, a senior in
the Criminal Justice program
earning a 3.75 gpa and an active
member of the Criminal Justice
Honor Society stated that she was
excited to receive this scholarship,
as it will help her education anoth
er year.

Scotland. In 565. according to the

biographer, Columba was on his
way to visit the king of the northem Picts near Inverness when he
stopped at Loch Ness to confront
a beast that had been killing peo
ple in the lake. Seeing a large
beast about to attack another
man,
Columba
intervened,
invoking the name of God and
commanding the creature to "go
back with all speed." The mon
ster retreated and never killed
another man.
In 1933, a new road was
completed along Loch Ness'
shore, affording drivers a clear
view of the loch. After an April

1933 sighting was reported in the
local paper on May 2, interest
steadily grew, especially after
another couple claimed to have
seen the beast on land, crossing
the shore road. Several British
newspapers sent reporters to
Scotland, including London's
Daily Mail, which hired biggame
hunter
Marmaduke
Wetherell to capture the beast.
After a few days searching the
loch, Wetherell reported finding
footprints of a large four-legged
animal. In response, the Daily
Mail carried the dramatic head
line: "MONSTER OF LOCH
NESS IS NOT LEGEND BUT A
FACT."
Scores of tourists descended
on Loch Ness and sat in boats or
decks chairs waiting for an
appearance by the beast. Plastc—
casts of the footprints were sent
to the British Natural History"
Museum, which reported that the
tracks were that of a hippopota'mus, specifically one hippopota
mus foot, probably stuffed. The
hoax temporarily deflated Loch
Ness Monster mania, but stories
of sightings continued.
A famous 1934 photograph
seemed to show a dinosaur-like
creature with a long neck emerg
ing out of the murky waters,
leading some to speculate that
of the \ong-cxtmet ^te?,\osi\uv><.

The aquatic plesiosaurs were
thought to have died off with the
rest of the dinosaurs 65 million
years ago. Loch Ness was frxizen
solid during the recent ice ages,
however, so this creature would
have had to have made its way
the River Ness from the sea in the
past 10,000 years. And the ple
siosaurs, believed to be cold
blooded, would not long survive
in the frigid waters of Loch Ness.
More likely, others suggested, it
was an archeocyte, a primitive

~Loch Ness
cont. on page 9

Welcome to the jEthnic Foods
Section!
HJIS week its die Spanish cold soup called Gaspacho courtesy

ofiwipesource.com
1 tb chives, fresh
I tb chervil, fresh
1 tb parsley, fresh
1 tb basil, fresh
I tb marjoram, frejdi
I garlic clove
1 pepper, bell

tom^o; j«eled & sealed
4 oz olive oil
juice of one lemon
I onion, mild; sike
|japerthin
-I c cucumber; diced
salt

pepper
- l/2c breadcrumbs

Yield: 4 servings
- Chop the hcibs and mash thoroughly with the garlic,
: Jjef^r, and tomatoes, adding the oil very slowly, and the lemon
• juice. Add about three glasses of cold water (you cm\ also use
^ -^gKid meat or fish stock) br as much as you wish. Put in the
onion and the cucumber, season, sprinkle with breadcrumbs, and
ice for cii least four hours before serving.

Divorce in America:
Marriage now seems to be a joke
By Rae Nguyen

Staff Writer

photo courtesy of disney.com
What are these Disney princesses teaching our young ladies of today?

Disney as a role
model for children
Suniida has done animation for Disney
since 1990. "Disney heroines have
changed a lot since Snow White...Snow
Chris Denson loved watching White depicts women of that time in
Disney movies as a kid, and even today her fashion. Belle in Beauty and the
with all the controversy that surrounds Beast saves the Beast. And look at
Disney and its subliminal messages. Mulan, she goes to war! And decides
not to marry the hero." This is
one example of the gender
controversy that involves
Disney cartoons.
Race has been anoth
er issue in Disney films.
While the films neglect repre
sentations
of
African
Americans, and Hispanics,
other portrayals of minorities
are considered racist, for
instance the portrayal of
Arabs in Aladdin.
"There are some diffi
culties in the representing
minorities in Disney Films
minorities aren't portrayed,
but minorities are being repre
photo courtesy of google.com
sented in voice, so Disney is
Snow White lives happily ever after with her
still evolving and making
prince
changes...it is difficult to satis
fy everyone"claims Sumida.
Denson says he still enjoys watching
"There's too much emphasis
Disney films.
placed on gender and race in Disney
Almost all movies have a message, movies," says Denson. "Disney makes
whether good or bad. But what about magical colorful cartoons to entertain
when those movies are targeted specif children...! doubt kids are analyzing
ically at children, shouldn't they have these films the way adults are...they
more good messages than bad? At the don't know about sexism or racism....
front line of controversy for a few years
Despite the controversy over some
now, Disney films have been said to be of the negative aspects of Disney
sending children negative mes
sages, about race and gender.
Disney's first heroine in an ani
mated film was Snow White. Snow
White was young, pretty, friendly
and caring. Snow White is criticized
for being portrayed as a happy
homemaker who patiently waits on
a man to come take her away, and
when he finally does arrive they live
happily ever after.
Although Snow White was
made in 1937 the portrayal of young
heroines is often said to still be the
same. For example, The Little
Mermaid, Ariel, is young and pret
ty; she too falls in love with a
photo courtesy ofgoogle.com
prince. She gives up her voice at first
Mulan, the good role model, went to war
to meet him, and ultimately every
thing else when she marries him, and movies, there are plenty of good mes
they live happily ever after. Beauty and
sages rooted within the films. For
the Beast's Belle is also young and example, Disney's Lilo and Stitch is a
pretty, although she's slightly different, film that reinforces the importance of
she reads books, however she still takes family, and the film does not show the
care of her old father, and meets an traditional family, instead it is a single
ugly Beast who is later transformed in parent home, with the older sister rais
to a handsome prince and they too live ing the younger. It reinforces love, and
happily ever after.
commitment.
"It is unfair to say Disney heroines
"There are more positive messages
have not changed," claims CSUSB in Disney films than we like to give
Biology Professor Stuart Sumida. them credit for," says Sumida.

By Gayle Edwards

Staff Writer

In this modem world of cell phones,
DSL and digital palm pilots, divorces are
as common as brushing your teeth. Not
only is the old social stigma of marriage
dying out to a new generation of pop cul
ture, the word itself has no valuable
meaning. "It has become a joke, really
because no one takes it seriously.
Everyone can get married on a whim,"
says Roula Antoun, biology major.
Somewhere between 18 and 35 is the
age that most people find themselves
wanting to many but it seems the trend
stops there and people are getting
"hitched" as early as 16 years old. And
divorces among'those who lived together
before marriage are shown to be statisti
cally higher than those who have not.
Shows like "The Bachelor" and
'Temptation Island" broadcast the idea
that marriage is a commitment not to be
taken seriously. And even the titles them
selves give a provocative meaning of
mischief and sexual excitement.
In a recent airing. Fox introduced
five eligible contestants in "Married By
America" in which everyone in the U.S.
caUs and votes to pair up a couple in
hopes that they would end up in matrimo
ny. Of course, viewers are enticed by who
will be left at the altar and who will actu
ally commit to a complete stranger. From
the two couples who were available, both
had left their mates at the altar.
The divorce rate in the U.S. stands at
42 percent following Sweden and
Denmark. "Most common reasons for a
divorce," says Leslie Regan, a divorcee
and a Criminal Justice major, "is due to
betrayal; physical, verbal or mental

abuse. Or that a mistake has been made
and you didn't know the person well."
Divorce proceedings can run as little
as $200 up to half a million depending if
lawyers are involved. A do-it-yourself
divorce is available for those who don't
have the financial means. Paperwork is
given to those wanting a divorce and he
or she files the case with the court. But
that only works if things are amicable

photo courtesy of google.com
Divorce can be very ugly and also
very expensive
with both parties.
Child-support and alimony are sub
jects a judge considers when legalizing a
divorce. If there was a pre-nuptial agree
ment signed before the marriage, proper
ty and other assets will be divided accord
ing to the document. But if there was no
agreement involved, in the state of
California, everything is divided 50/50 to
both parties.
Most couples would like to avoid
divorce. In fact, Roula Antoun believes
that "couples should try their hardest to
save their marriage even if it means going
to counseling."
Counseling can save a marriage,
open and see a different view with a
mediator present and a court can ^)point
one provided by legal aid.

~Loch Ness
Cont. from page 8
:whale with a serpentine neck that is thought to have been extinct for 18 raillipfi
years. Skeptics argued that what people were s^ing in Loch Ness were "scich• ^s^-oscillations in the water surface caused by the inflow of cold river waterinto
the slightly warmer loch.
Amateur mvestigators kept an almost conMant vigiJ. and in the 1960s sev«-al British universities launched expeditions to Loch Ness, using sonar to search
the deep. Nothing conclusive was found, but ra each expetiition the sonar opet^'
tors detecied large, m jvmg underwater objects thev couJd not explain. In 1975,
Boston s Academy of Applied Science combined sonar and uncterwater phott^raphy m an expedition to Loch Ness. A photo resulted that, after enhancement
appeared to show the giant flipper of a piesiosaur-like creature. Further son^
expeditions in the 19^s and 1990s resulted in more tantaliziog- if inconclusive,
readings. Revelations in 1994 that the famous 1934 photo was a hoax haray
dampehed the enthusiasm of tourists and professional and amateur investigate
to the legend of the Loch Ness Monster.

-SDA
Coni, from page 11
Christian living. "Steps to Oirist", has been published in more than 140 lan
guages.
SDAs believe that Mis. White was appointed by God as a special messen
ger to help prepare people for Christ s Second Advent. Fram the time she was i?
yeaK old until she died 70 years laiei, God gave her ^proximately 2,000 visions
and dreams. The visions varied in length from less than a minute to nearly four
hours. Her writings are accepted by SDA.s as inspired by God.
,

Do you have an idea or issue that you would like to sec in the Multi-Cultural
section of The Chronicle? Come see Tara in UH-37 or e-mail her^
sbchron@csu.sb.edu and see your idea in print!
'f':
^ ^ ^
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Look, Cesar Chavez on a stamp
Zahra Mohammed

Staff Writer

Rody Rodriguez/Chronicle
A college student at Starbucks drinking cojffee and studying

Coffee addicts
By Fred Navarro

Staff Writer

From the sounds of the percolator to
the aroma of that first cup of morning Java,
its that drug known as coffee that seems to
wake us up.
It's not surprising that college students
seem to drink more coffee than anybody
else. Students enjoy the rich coffee flavor
more than the effects of caffeine. The caf
feine in coffee has a bad reputation.
The media bombards us with neg^v^
propaganda about coffee. Yet people con
tinue to drink coffee. The coffeehouses
around campus enjoy the business students
bring.
"For me, it's a combination of both
effect and taste, I really like the taste. I
drink coffee mostly at home and from
Starbucks about once a month,"
Communication
professor
Heather
Hundley said.
The popular Starbucks coffeehouses
are extremely busy in dispensing hot or
cold coffee drinks. The busiest hours for
Starbucks are from seven to nine in the
morning. This is a time of the day when the
employees are not allowed to take a break.
The most popular drink at Starbucks is
the caramel frappuccino. The coffee drink
that has the highest percentage of caffeine
to volume is the espresso. "An average
price of a visit to Starbucks is approxi
mately four dollars between a coffee and a
pastry," according to Brandy Para, a super

visor at the Starbucks.
"I drink coffee every morning. I drink
it for the flavor, not for the effect," says
Matt Vicknair, a Human Communications
senior.
The caffeine in coffee is a stimulant
that acts on the central nervous system.
Caffeine can increase the speed of rapid
information processing by ten percent. A
couple of cups of coffee can assist to
improve alertness and concentration. A cup
of coffee can be helpful to students when
needing a pick-me-up during long hours of
" jjji^cQffec twice a day, in the

ariiif

Everyone was invited to
celebrate the First Day of
Issuance of the Cesar E. Chavez
Postage Stamp, sponsored by
the Cesar Chavez Foundation
and the USPS (United States
Postal Service).
The event was held on
April 23 at the Kenneth Hahn
Hall of Administration in down
town Los Angeles, (jovcmor
Gray Davis along with Los
Angeles Mayor James Khan
were among the people joining
in the celebration.
The first day of issuance
was particularly important,
because it marked the 10th
anniversary of Cesar Chavez'
passing. The Cesar Chavez
Foundation believes " this is a
time for us to reflect on who
Cesar was and to heed his life
long call to service. Now more
than ever, we need role models
photo courtesy of google.com
like (Zesar who demonstrate that
Cesar Chavez on his own stamp
with courage and determination
we can effect lasting and positive change," out the nation. The Stamp will only be
Chavez, was probably best known as available for purchase within the city of
the founder of the United Farm Workers of Los Angeles.
For more information on Cesar
America. He was a tireless advocate for
Chavez
please visit; www.cesarchavesnonviolent social change. Sen. Robert F.
foundarion.org
or call (818) 265-0300.
Kennedy called Chavez, "one of the heroic
To
purchase
figiu^ of our time."
products
plea.se
go
to

noon for the flavor," states Spanish major
Yvette Barajas
There is no conclusive evidence to
suggest that a moderate amount of caffeine
is bad for your health. Research has shown
that drinking coffee in moderation is not
associated with the development of cardio
vascular problems. For individuals who
regularly consume caffeine, coffee has no
effect on blood pressure. However, people
who have not consumed caffeine for an
extended period of time, drinking coffee
c^ lead to a small, short-lived increase in
blood pressure according to the coffee sci
ence information website www.cosic.org.
Too much coffee does cause a body's,
cholesterol level to rise. The causative
agents are the oils cafestol and kahweol.
The concentration of these oils in coffee
does have an adverse ^ect on the body!s
cholesterol level acctfrding to the coffee
science website.

million Chavez stamps available through-

a graduate degree costs too much?

cai Bapnsr^
Graduate
Degree
Pr^rans

Ktester of Business

V

liiasterof Sdencoin

The College Legal Clinic offers FREE
consultation and lawyer referrals to students.

in

staff ana FacuHy pay a $15 fee.

Family, PersonafinjiSy^iGeneral OSgition

April 29

jcivil Litigation, Consumer, Insurance,
I

& Wrongful Termination

May 8

Business, Real Estate, Employment,
& Civil Litigation

7^

a

May 13

Appointments from 6:00 to 8:00 p^.
ill (909) 880-5936 for appt. or email asi-cl^csusb.edi
Visit our new location in ASI Suite SU-148
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Horeis a great
iivestnmt
tip: Cat Bapttet.

'

A graduate degree is
supposed to pay
dividends for a lifetime—
but not all graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cal Baptist, you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty,
widely recognized graduate program^
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So dont think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. Its more like
money in the bank.
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Seventh-day Adventism:
What you should know
ian, non, drinking and non smok
ing. They also stand out because
they refuse to fight in wars, citing
"Thou Shalt Not Kill" from the
Unlike
Have you ever been to Loma Ten Commandments.
Linda on a Saturday? If you Jehovah's Witnesses, however,
have, you might wonder why they will do non-combat stuff in
nothing is open and the town the military and have gone onto
battlefields as medics and ambu
seems scarce.
That's because Loma Linda lance drivers."
What exactly makes SDAs
is
a
mostly
Seventh-day
different
from other Christians?
Adventist (SDA) town. SDAs
Well,
according
to
Zoe
observe from Friday sundown to
Pamintuan,
theology
graduate
Saturday sundown as their
and CSUSB graduate student, it
Sabbath.
SDAs start their week on differs in two ways. Firstly, they
Sunday making their Sabbath on obviously believe that Saturday
.Satunlay, while other Christians is the Sabbath and secondly that
make start their week on Monday there will be a second coming of
Jesus Christ.
making their holy day Sunday.
- "They also believe", accord
They do this because,
according to the fourth com ing to Weibel, "that the end is
mandment
of
the
Bible, coming and that judgement is
t'Remember the Sabbath day, to going to happen any time, with
keep it holy. Six days shalt thou Jesus deciding once and for all.
labor, and do all thy
work: But in the seventh
day is the Sabbath of the
Lord thy God."
This commandment
also says that to observe
the Sabbath, no work of
any kind can be done in
By Tara Wallace

Multi-Cultural Editor

but similar to many people, she
has also considered other
options. She says she keeps com
ing back to the SDA religion
because "after studying, learning
and questioning different reli
gions and faiths, she found the
SDA faith to be the most closely
in line with the Bible."
SDAs are heirs of the interfaith Millerite movement of the
] 840s. Although the name
"Seventh-day Adventist" was
chosen in 1860, the denomina
tion was not officially organized
until May 21, 1863. This move
ment included about 125 church
es with 3,500 members.
William Miller launched, the
"great Second Advent awaken
ing" which eventually spread
throughout most of the Christian
world. Based on his study of the
prophecy of Daniel 8:14, Miller
calculated that Jesus would
return to earth some
time between 1843
and 1844. Others
within the movement
calculated a specific
date of October 22,
1844. When Jesus did
not appear^ Miller's

be called "the great
very strictly. From sunDisappointment."
. down to sundown is the
Many follow
i-^iime to worship Jesus and
ers
gave
up on
SccoixUng to www.advenChristianity
after
this
tist.org, "Sabbath as the
but
disappointment,
day of rest, worship, and
photo courtesy ofyahoo.com
there
was
a
small
ministry in harmony with
Campus Hill Church in Loma Linda: one of the
group who remained
the teaching and practice
many SDA churches of the city
and
built the founda
of Jesus, the Lord of the
tion
of what would
Sabbath."
In honor of their faith, Loma who will live with him in para become the SDA Church. They
Lindians do not receive their mail dise. They believe that during the included James and Ellen G.
on Saturdays (one of the few end times, true Christians will be White and a retired sea captain
places in the U.S.), hard alcohol very small in number, will be per named Joseph Bates.
According to www.white
is not sold in the city, meat prod secuted by false Christians, and
ucts and coffee are not sold in will have to resist mainstream estate.org. White wrote more
Loma Linda Medical Center and society. In short, they believe that than 5,000 periodical articles and
the town is filled with SDA they are the only true Christians 40 books. She is the most trans
churches for any nationality (for that exist. The fact that everyone lated woman writer in the entire
example Spanish,. Chinese, and else believes in a Sunday Sabbath history of literature, and the most
is one of their biggest arguments translated American author of
'' Korean).
CSUSB
professor
of that no one else is a true either gender. Her life-changing
masterpiece on successful
Anthropology, Deana Weibel, Christian."
With all the different reli
says, "They're fairly strict - they
follow dietary guidelines from gions that exist today, how can a
Leviticus and other books from person choose? Pamintuan, who
the Bible and are mostly vegeiar- has been a SDA her whole life.

-SDA
cont. on page 9

photo courtesy of google.com
Iraqi women are outraged of how we stereotype them

Iraqi Women of Today
By Gayle Edwards

Sta^ff Writer
3Iraqi women are often
grouped together with the other
women who live in the Persian
Gulf: no rights, subservient, and
often abused.
"Every so often when I do
see Iraqi women on television
their faces are covered and
they're silent," says CSUSB stu
dent Amanda Stanley.
Women covered in veils fol
lowing their husbands around,
are not images of Iraqi women.
Although Iraq is geographically
situated in the Persian Gulf, the
women of Iraq differ from
women of the surrounding
^e^-^o^rding
to
the
Women's
' International
Network, Iraqi women . have
more opportunities and equali
ties than women of their neigh
boring Arab countries do.
Women of Iraq, like women
of the West, struggled for equal
rights for nearly 100 years, and
they began joining the job mar
ket in the 1920s and 1930s.
Their rights continued under
Saddam Hussein's regime, they
were allowed to pursue the same
professions as men, and earn the
same salary.
According to the Toronto
Star, women are allowed to
drive, without a male passenger,
and within the past 20 years they
have entered almost every pro
fession, they are doctors, teach
ers, accountants, factory work
ers, and even in the army.
Women are also increasingly
making major decisions that
affect their lives, such as mar
riage and having children, as
opposed to other surrounding

The Melting Pot:
Events to watch for
The Crane Wife
Put on by the Theatre Arts Dept. OS Thursday. May 1-4 from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m. in PA 138
,
An exquisite Japanese folk tale for the entire family. Adapted by Barbara Carlisle from the book by Suraiko Yagawa, Directed by
: - William Peterson. Pupj^try by Johanna Smith ticket prices: General Admission $10, Seniors/Faculty/Staff $8, Students $5. (Show

Packages available) For more information, please contact the'CSUSB Theatre Arts"'Etept, (909) 880-5884''
A celebration of people with disabilities and expo of state of the art tools for effective living. This event will be held on May 15. from 9
a,m. to 2 p.m. in the Student Union Events Center.
CPC Celebration Mllpiiio Culture
'Held OR Friday, May 2 from b -p-ih. ontS 10 p.m. in tihe Student Union Events Center (SUA 138)
> ^ Filipino Culture
AdiBissiCHt
For more inforniation, please contact Lu^S-

Arab areas where the man
makes all the decisions, and
women are forced into marriage.
The
Iraqi
Women's
Federation is an organization
that seeks to change the atti
tudes of women's roles. They do
this by training women how to
be leaders, and teaching house
keeping, cooking, and health
education to both boys and girls.
The
United
Nations
Development Program reported
that Iraq, compared to other
Arab states, is the highest
ranked when it comes to the
empowerment of women.
But although women of Iraq
have more freedoms than
women in other countries in the
Persian Gulf, inequality still
exists between men and women.
For Instance women do not have
freedom of choice when it
comes to abortion. Abortion is
only permitted if the woman's
health is threatened, and after
permission from her husband.
Men also have greater property
inheritance rights than women.
Also, according to the
Women's
International
Network, although not as com
mon in Iraq as in other Arab
countries "honour killings" are
still permissible. Honor killings
involve men having the right to
kill or abuse their daughters,
mothers, wives, or other female
relatives who have committed
immoral deeds.
Successful women fear that
the war threatens the freedom
they have worked to hard to
obtain. They fear that after the
war, Iraq will become a conser
vative regime like other sur
rounding areas, and their
progress will regress into what it
once was nearly 100 years ago.

The Aesthetics of Dave Hickley: Irrelevant and
Relevant Observations on Art and Democracy
Karla Buchanan

Special to the Chronicle
"It is important as students
that you admit to yourself that
you are not normal," announced
Dave Hickey, renowned art crit
ic, professor and author, while
speaking to an audience of over
150 students, faculty and guest.
"The Aesthetics of Dave
Hickey; Irrelevant and Relevant
Observations
on
Art
and
Democracy" was a free lecture

Vegas, is a well-known writer of
fiction and cultural criticism. His
most recent books include "The
Invisible Dragon: Four Essays
on Beauty" and "Air Guitar:
Essays on Art and Democracy"
According to art professor
Sant Khalsa, "Dave Hickey is
probably one of the most influ
ential art critics today."
Hickey spoke on the change
in art from DiVinci to today, how
art is affected by the world and
vice versa. Sharing his own
experience of seeing an Andy
Warhol paintings for the first
time to how art has changed in
the decades since.
"I'm more interested in how we
decide what's beautiful because I
don't think it's something that's
pre-decided," explained Hickey,
"It's something we re-decide
every day."
Hickey also interjected with his
own opinions on the 'art culture'
in general.
"American artist do not
need to be protected from the
world, the world needs to be pro
tected from them." joked
Hickey.
Hickey's comments and
feeling
were directed towards
Karla Buchaiiaii/Chronicle

given by Hickey in the Visual
'Arts building, that was open to
the public. The presentation
drew a diverse group of people,
not only from Cal State San
Bernardino, but also places such
as Chaffey Community College,
University of California, Irvine.
Cal State Los Angeles and the
University
of
California,
Riverside.
Hickey, a professor of Art
Criticism and Theory at the
University of Nevada, Las

^Hipkey

podem

KurUi BuL-hwian,'Chronicle

Hickey talking to students after the talk
included 'students must deviate
from normative behavior.'
"I thought it was very funny
and informative," commented
CSUSB Art student Jodi Payne.
Hickey was invited to speak at
CSUSB by James Goble, a
CSUSB Art professor who was
an undergraduate student of
Hickey's at UNLV. As Goble
introduced his former teacher's
life, he added that he 'would
prove to be a man of many tal

And many >Vouid- - sa>L ihat. ixl
,v. aspiring artist., • Advice that; dHicl^y has fulfilled this sfafe-^

Noontime Bands

Carla Holden rocked the audience
By France Chavez

Staff WrUer
Round two of the noontime
bands series brought a refreshing
sound to the CSUSB campus as
Carla Holden rocked the audi
ence with her unique lyrics and
voice.
Students, faculty and even
visiting middle school students
could not walk by without being
drawn to the incredible sound
produced by the 25-year-old
Holden. Not only is Holden a
great singer, but she also wrote
and produced every song on her
CD, "Wake Up and Love Me,"
through her own record label.
Pink Ink Records.
Everything about Holden is
unique from her sense of style to

iL- N.'c-

ents.'

ment. He has written for several
major American publicadons,
including Rolling Stone. Art
forum. Harper's Maga/.ine,
Vanity Fair, and the Los Angeles
Times. For his art criticism,
Hickey was recently awarded the
prestigious
John
D.
and
Catherine
T.
MacArthur
Foundation Fellowship, which is
good from 2002-2007. The
MacArthur
citation
says,
"Hickey reveals entirely original
perspective on contemporary art

ive of me," says Holden 'They
go to all of my shows and I love
them so much."
For those of you thinking
that Holden is a brand new face
in music, think again.
The
singer/songwriter has performed
about."
"1 can't find anyone to com at various Los Angeles and
pare her to," said student Michael Hollywood venues including the
Peters, "I want to say Michelle El Rey Theater, the Knitting
Branch, but that would be too Factory, The Palace and The
easy and wouldn't give Carla Viper Room.
Her recent success, however,
enough credit."
Holden really belted ^ has been a product of hard work
and determination. Upon gradu
amazing voice range that reft
every audience member capti^^t- ating from high school in
ed. So captivated, in fact, that Torrance, Calif. Holden knew she
they were compelled to buy her wanted to pursue music, howev
CD, conveniently being sold for er, her parents saw college in her
$5 by none other than Holden's
parents.
"My parents are so support

Upcoming Events
July 2- Backbcat Tribute to the Beatles

her incredibly personal lyrics.
"P.J. Harvey, Fiona Apple
and Tori Amos are huge inspira
tions for me," says Holden, "also
a bunch of great British bands
that not many people know

-^Hotaen
Con't on page 20

Since their inception,
^ .
Backbeat has become one of
the country's hottest entertain
ment tribute acts. The mem
bers of the BackBeat are all
accomplished musicians and
^tors with an uncanny resem
blance to, and a sound hauniingly similar to the Beatles.

The Oane Wife 5/1 -5/4
An exquisite Japanese folk tate
for the entire family. Adapted by
Bartmra Carlisle from the book
by Sumiko Yaeawa. Directed %
WilHiun Peterson Puppetry by Johanna Smith Ttcket Prices:
Genera! Admission $10,
Seniors/Faculty/Staff
Students $5. For nu>re informa
tion, please contact the CSUSB
Uieatfe Arts Dept. (909) 8805884 parking $1.50

free Summer
Cnnrprts at Cal
State
June 25 - The Waifs

IroJice ChaveJChrunick'

Carla Holden and her band

Redefining the folk tradition
: the Waifs are proof that the
acoustic music scene contin
ues to flourish and their per' formances are a feast for any
one wanting to exper^cc
: folk/rock Australia-style.

July 9 - Gregg Young
and the Second Street
Band
The Second Soeet Band is a
pool of approximately 40
world-class musicians and
vocalists led by Gregg Young,
singer, guitarists and ASCAP
songwriter/publisher. The
band will encompass a variety
of music style.s including
Jazz, Blues, Rhythm & Blues,
Reggae, Rock-n-Roll and
Latin Jazz. Be sure to get on
the floor and move your feet
for this tremendous high ener
gy show.

16 - Latin
Society
Currently in its thirty-second
year of performing in the
Inland Empire and Southern
California, the Latin Society
has one of the best Big Band
Latin sounds (with tunes such
as "GuantMamera", "Oye
Corao Va". and "Hot, Hot,
Hot".)

-Am & EMtertammmi
Look at your Pigface
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had a live drummer. Pet peeves roadies proceeded to cover up
aside,
BILE delivered a crush the entire stage in white
Staff Writer
ing wall of sonic pain, playing screens. All anyone could see
It's April 11, around 11:30 such songs as We're All was the shadows of the band
at night. The Key Club in Clones, Ur a Fucking Loser members and technicians,
moving about on stage. The
Hollywood is packed full of and Sex Reflex.
lights went dim and the seduc
Zeromancer
later
goths, punks and other societal
tive posing of one of the
appeared,
much
to
the
crowd's
deviants. Many have been here
since the doors opened at 8:00 delight. I was incredibly female singers could be seen
while others have just arrived, impressed by bassist Kim in silhouette behind the
only wanting to see tonight's Ljung's onstage presence. I screens.
found him more entertaining Pigface started the show with
headlining act: Pigface.
frontman
Alex sweetmeat, a track off "Easy
Pigface was formed back than
The
woman
in 1989, by the hand of Martin Moklebust. Zeromancer kept Listening..."
danced
beguiling
and
sang,
the
crowd
alive,
playing
crowd
Atkins and Bill Rieflin, while
finally
appearing
out
from
favorite
tracks
such
as
Clone
touring with former label
behind
the
screens,
revealing
Your
Lover,
Something
For
mates. Ministry. Pigface exists
to be
Kami of
for one reason: to allow artists The Pain, and their cover of herself
Apocalypse
Theatre.
She fin
The
Scorpion's
"Send
Me
An
from various rock entities to
ished her rou
create music
tine
and
Tor their own
returned tofftr
p l e a s u r e ,
behind
spot
music
they
the
screens.
most
likely
Seconds later,
couldn't make
the
furious
within
their
p
o
u
n
d i n g
own
bands.
noise
of
Pigface
has
drums, like a
f e a t u r e d
rock-n-roll
notable musi
war call, were
cians, such as
heard and the
Trent Reznor
screens were
of Nine Inch
r e m o v e d ,
Nails,
Jello
a
revealing
Biafra of
larger
stage
By Ivan Fernandez

Esch
KMFDM and
Flea of The
Red Hot Chili
Peppers.
A
few
months ago,

p i g f a c e
released their
first
studio
record in over
five
years.
The
album,
humorously
titled "Easy
Listening for

d i f f i c u l t
F***heads," is
anything but
easy listening. It's impossible
to confuse a song on the album
with another. The songs are as
diverse as the musicians who
wrote and recorded them.
Opening track, "Mind Your
Own Business," is an in-yourface techno kick to the back
with a pissed rocker chick
vibe. "Insect/Suspect" is bassdriven hard rock.
The opening act for the
night was a group called
Fetisch, a goth-rock group.
They played a short number to
warm up the crowd, which
moshed to a couple of songs.
After a brief respite, BILE
destroyed
the
collective
eardrums of the audience,
appearing on stage in a bath of
fog and flashing neon-blue
lights. My only complaint with
BILE was their drumset. It was
a fat pair of synths...I admit it
looked kind of cool, but I felt a
bit cheated. Even later act. My
Life With The Thrill Kill Kult

tarisis, one of
which
was
BILE'S
own
Krztoff,
a
bassist, a key
boardist,
a
vocalist and a

d r u m m e r
trapped in a
makeshift cell
wrapped in an
orange net.
A
s
the headlining
act,
Pigface
had
every
Image courtesy qfgoogle.com
thing to lose,
One part of the whole Pigface
but
they
proved their
worth, and then some. Pigface
Angel."
Finally, the last supporting owned the Key Club, playing
act of the night took the stage. many of their hits, including
I was surprised to see a lone Insect/Suspect, Closer To
vocalist, flanked by a drummer Heaven, with the help of Buzz
and keyboardist. Yes, that was McCoy, a faster, punk version
the whole band. Regardless of of Mind Your Own Business
as
the fact that My Life With The and older hits such
Divebomber
and
Think.
Thrill Kill Kult did not have a
The night ended with a
guitarist or bassist of any type,
Pigface
song written by Trent
they did a great job of prepar
ing the crowd for the arrival of Reznor, titled Suck. Chris
Pigface. The charismatic Buzz Vrenna of handled the vocal
McCoy, frontman for MLWT- duties with Kami, Michelle
TKK, whipped and thrashed and Lacey (Nocturne) doing
about the stage through every backup. The night ended with
track. He was joined on stage the girls of Pigface extending
by Pigface's own Michelle their microphones out to the
(also with VooDoujduring one crowd, inviting everyone in
song, much to the delight of the building to join in. the
chaos that is known as
the entire crowd.
Finally,
the
defining Pigface.
I don't care what music
moment of the night arrived. It
all boiled down to Pigface. you listen to; the next time
Would they add the exclama Pigface is close by, you owe
tion point to a long night of it to yourself to see what a
metal/industrial music? The real music concert is ail
crowd was on its toes when the about.

France Chavez/Chronicle

Extra Sensory Perception

R.V.F Museum 4117 - 5124

'Bullsh*! or Ferlili/er - A
Portable Pep Talk"
l>\ KaiJii Biu'li.iiian
mill V;i/iiilii .Mv.iriv

Just SpeeiaE
We have all heard it a mil
lion time.s: "You c:ui do :uiyihing you put your mind to."
Pierre Bennu gives this phrase
a whole new meaning in his
new
book
"BullshH tjr
Fertilizer - A Portable Pep
Talk" by giving a step-by-stej^
phm of action for accomplish
ing any goal. As put by the
Bcnnu in the author's note, the
books main message is that
"You g\)tia help ya damn self."
"fhis self-help book is
probably like notliing you have
read before. Nothing Ls sugar
coaled, it i.s all up front, in your
face, detailed information on
how to better your life.
Whether you are an aspiring
artist, teacher or deejay, any
one can look beyond them
selves and find their inner
truth.
Fc»r example, on page 17,
Bennu offers this: "Be your
own fan. Wake up in the morn
ing. look at yourself in lite mir
ror, and say something affirm
ing like, "rm ihe bomb'
because you arc...My sugges
tion: Try it naked.'"
Point being, give it a shot what have you got to Ipose? It
is not as ifyou iiave never been
embarra.ssed before!
But tor tluisc of you who
lean moa- towards the conlldcnl side but lack tael. Bennu
offers these words of wisdom:
"'["here are a Itil of people who
hixve the audacity to be unial-

ented tir ignorant or unimagi
native out loud and in public.
We need to be the .superiiero
we know we arc in public. liK).
Ihc world i.s falling apaii and
we choose to play Clark Kent:
sitting at a desk with a cape on
underneath our work clothes.
You are here to create balance.
.All you have to be is you - out
loud... My suggestion: Buy a
Superman T-shirt. Rock it." If

. hmge courtesy of %m}gle,cam
Cheer up
you want sonic more nuggclvS
of knowledge along these
lines, check out thd section
"The I,.cap: Learning to Fly.
Divorce yourself from out
come.*'
If you arc someotie who
prefers more 'inspirational
thoughts, try this: "The past is
tlie last breath you took. You
can Stan over right now." Or,
how about: "Wo live in a violeiii, ugly, beautiful, peaceful
chaotic world, that needs you
RIGH'F NOW
helping peo
ple is beautiful and reward
ing."
linrigued?
Hungry for
more? Buy the damn book. .As
Bcnnu concludes - "YOU
CAN DO ANYTHING!"

•Arts & Entertmnmmi
Look at your Pigface
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had a live drummer. Pet peeves
aside,
BILE delivered a crush
Staff Writer
ing wall of sonic pain, playing
It's April 11, around 11:30 such songs as We're All
at night. The Key Club in Clones, Ur a Fucking Loser
Hollywood is packed full of and Sex Reflex.
Zeromancer
later
goths, punks and other societal
deviants. Many have been here appeared, much to the crowd's
since the doors opened at 8:00 dejight. I was incredibly
while others have just arrived, impressed by bassist Kim
only wanting to see tonight's Ljung's onstage presence. I
found him more entertaining
headlining act: Pigface.
than
frontman
Alex
Pigface was formed back
Moklebust.
Zeromancer
kept
in 1989, by the hand of Martin
the
crowd
alive,
playing
crowd
Atkins and Bill Rieflin, while
touring with former label favorite tracks such as Clone
mates. Ministry. Pigface exists Your Lover, Something For
for one reason: to allow artists The- Pain, and their cover of
from various rock entities to The Scorpion's "Send Me An
create music
for "their own
By Ivan Fernandez

p l e a s u r e ,
music
they
most
likely
couldn't make
within
their
own
bands.
Pigface
has
f e a t u r e d
notable musi
cians, such as
Trent Reznor
of Nine Inch
Nails,
Jello
Biafra of The

Esch
KMFDM and
Flea of The
Red Hot Chili
Peppers.
A
few
months ago,

p i g f a c e
released their
first
studio
record in over
five
years.
The
album,
humorously
"Easy
titled
Listening for

d i f f i c u l t
F***heads," is
anything but
easy listening. It's impossible
to confuse a song on the album
with another. The songs are as
diverse as the musicians who
wrote and recorded them.
Opening track, "Mind Your
Own Business," is an in-yourface techno kick to the back
with a pissed rocker chick
vibe. "Insect/Suspect" is bassdriven hard rock.
The opening act for the
night was a group called
Fetisch, a goth-rock group.
They played a short number to
warm up the crowd, which
moshed to a couple of songs.
After a brief respite, BILE
destroyed
the
collective
eardrums of the audience,
appearing on stage in a bath of
fog and flashing neon-blue
lights. My only complaint with
BILE was their drumset. It was
a fat pair of synths...I admit it
looked kind of cool, but I felt a
bit cheated. Even later act. My
Life With The Thrill Kill Kult

roadies proceeded to cover up
the entire stage in white
screens. All anyone could see
was the shadows of the band
members and technicians,
moving about on stage. The
lights went dim and the seduc
tive posing of one of the
female singers could be seen
in silhouette behind
the
screens.
Pigface started the show with
sweetmeat, a track off "Easy
Listening..."
The
woman
danced beguiling and sang,
finally appearing out from
behind the screens, revealing
herself
to be
Kami of
Apocalypse Theatre. She fin
ished her rou
tine
and
returned to tier
spot
behind
the
screens.
Seconds later,
the
furious

p o u n d i n g
noise
of
drums, like a
rock-n-roll
war call, were
heard and the
screens were

r e m o v e d ,
revealing
a
larger
stage
larisis, one of
which
was
BILE'S
own
Krztoff,
a
bassist, a key
boardist,
a
vocalist and a

d r u m m e r
trapped in a
makeshift cell
wrapped in an
orange net.
A
s
the headlining
act,
Pigface
had
every
Image courtesy of google.com thing to lose,
One part of the whole Pigface
but
they
proved their
worth, and then some. Pigface
Angel."
Finally, the last supporting owned the Key Club, playing
act of the night took the stage. many of their hits, including
I was surprised to see a lone Insect/Suspect, Closer To
vocalist, flanked by a drummer Heaven, with the help of Buzz
and keyboardist. Yes, that was McCoy, a faster, punk version
of Mind Your Own Business
the whole band. Regardless of
the fact that My Life With The and older hits such as
Thrill Kill Kult did not have a Divebomber and Think.
The night ended with a
guitarist or bassist of any type,
they did a great job of prepar Pigface song written by Trent
ing the crowd for the arrival of Reznor, titled Suck. Chris
Pigface. The charismatic Buzz Vrenna of handled the vocal
McCoy, frontman for MLWT- duties with Kami, Michelle
TKK, whipped and thrashed and Lacey (Nocturne) doing
about the stage through every backup. The night ended with
track. He was joined on stage the girls of Pigface extending
by Pigface's own Michelle their microphones out to the
(also with VooDoujduring one crowd, inviting everyone in
song, much to the delight of the building to join in the
chaos that is known as
the entire crowd.
Finally,
the
defining Pigface.
I don't care what music
moment of the night arrived. It
all boiled down to Pigface. you listen to; the next time
Would they add the exclama Pigface is close by, you owe
tion point to a long night of it to yourself to see what a
metal/industrial music? The real music concert is all
crowd was on its toes when the about.

France Chavez/Chronicle
Extra Sensory Perception @ R.V.F Museum 4117 - 5124

'Bulish^^'t or L"citili/er - A
Portable Pep Talk'
B\ l\:ii-Jit Uiu-h.iiiiiii
iintl ^a/iiiin \biirtv
fust Sixriiil!
We have all heard it a mil
lion times: "You can do iuiything you put your mind to."
Pierre Bennu gives this phrase
a whole new meaning in his
new
book
"BuHslr^'i
or
Fertilizer - A Portable Pep
Talk" by giving a step-by-slep
plan of action for accomplish
ing any goal. .As put by the
Bcnnu in the autlu>r'.s note, the
btx)ks main message is that
"You gotta help ya damn self."
This self-help book is
probably like nothing you have
read before. Nothing i.s sugar
coaled, it is all up front, in your
face, detailed inlbmuuion on
how to belter your life.
Whether you are an aspiring
artist, teacher or deejay, any
one can look beyond them
selves and find their inner
truth.
For example, on page 17,
Bcnnu offers this: "Be your
own fan. Wake up in the morn
ing. look at yourself in the mir
ror. and say something atfirming like, 'Fm the bomb'
because you are...My sugge.slion: Try it naked."
Point being, give it a shot what have you got to l.twse? It
i.s not as if you have never been
embarrassed before!
But for those of you whv)
lean more towards the confi
dent .side but lack tact, Bennu
offers these woixls of wisdom:
"There are a lot of people who
have the audacity to bv: untai-

entcd or ignorant or unimagi
native out loud and in public.
We need to he the .superhero
we know we arc in public, too.
The world is falling apart and
vvc choose to play Chuk Kent;
silting at a desk with a cajtc on
underneath our work clothes.
You are here to create balance.
.All you have to be is you - out
loud... My suggestion: Buy a
Superman T-shirt. RtK'k it." If

Image courtesy of google Jeofft
Cheer up
you want some more nuggets
of knowledge along these
lines, check out the section
"The Leap: Learning to Hy.
Divorce yourself from out
come."
If you are someone who
prefers more inspirational
ihoughLs, try this: "The past is
the last breath you took. You
can start over right now." Or,
how about: "We live in a vio
lent. ugly, heaulif'ul. peaceful
chaotic world, that tteods you
RIGHT NOW
helping peo
ple is beautiful and reward
ing."
Intrigued?
Hungry fur
mt»rc? Buy the damn liook. .As
Bennu concludes - "YOU
( AN DO WVIHINt;: •
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Rob Zombie and hi
^tHHouse of a 1000 corpses
anything...I've heard...Susie
was thought provoking and told me.
Ivan:
I
totally touched
thought 1 told
home with my
Rating System:
her to keep
morals and val
her
mouth
ues...thank God
Excellent Rating: A "very
shut
about
my
parents
attractive" European male
that.
Bah!
raised me to love
in a thong bikini.
Anyway,
this
my sister and
Mild Rating: A "mildly
movie
had
no
kill my fellow
attractive" European male
point.
Except
brother-man I
in a two-piece bikini.
for showing
Okay...enough of
Poor Rating: A "physical
off Zombie's
the sarcasm!
ly-challenged and over
weight" European male that
girlfriend's
Ivan: Sarcasm?
is harmful to the eyes in two
boobs
and
Marcos: Screw
thong bikinis.
ass...in
that
you buddy, and
case...down
your third testes!
load this one
Ivan: Whatever.
•off Kazaa...or
It
comes
in
some pom. '
handy at The Rhino. HAH A!
Marcos: Rob Zombie said it
best himself when my brother VERDICT: A "physicallywent to see him at the Pomona appealing challenged and
Comic
Con..."People
are overweight European male
gonna walk out of the theatre that is harmful to the eyes" in
and say 'We waited three years two thong bikinis (and he just
for this shit!"' Although some bent over to pick up a
of the shots were really cool, it seashell).
was like watching 4, 90 min.
White/Rob Zombie videos. MOVIE NEWS
But Ivan's third testes is still
cool!...not that I've seen it or Ivan: Man...l didn't ask for a

Marcos: I feel that the movie

Photo courtesy of google.com
Rob Zombie with his tool
By Ivan Fernandez &
Marcos Landin

Staff Writer
OF
HOUSE
CORPSES

1,

000

Synopsis; Read the damn title!
(this movie was so...freaky
it...was crappy...and messed
up our english skills, read on
and. find out how)
Ivan: IN MY DRAGU-

LAAAAII! If I hear that damn
song one more time, I'm
gonna shoot myself. Well, not
myself, that would be a crime
against women everywhere..
Marcos: And me too!
Ivan: Anyway, this movie
sucked. I'm sure I would've
liked it if I were stoned off the
purple haze, was up at 1 a.m.
and this movie came on
"Skinemax Horror Hour.' Or
would that be "Whore Hour?"
Meh.

creme-filled donut...anyway, it
turns out that the Matrix
sequels will be screened at
IMAX "shortly after" the tra
ditional 35mm release.
Marcos: ...whoa...
Ivan:
...yeah...bullet-time
action...5 stories all.

Pilot coui h sy of googlc.coin
Sherri Moon
*E-mail us at coyotemovieticket@hotmail.com and tell us
what you think of the Matrix
sequels...or we won't pay your
mom next time (sic).

Rot the Mind: Demented cartoons found on screens that hurt eyes
_ _
By Jesse Henderson

A&E Editor
In Who Framed Roger
Rabbit, Toontown is some
where between L.A. and
Palm
Springs.
And. when real
life
animation
moves you to drop
anvils, you can
find catharses in
the
world
of
demented
toons
on the web.
" . ../V
Although. Ren & Stimpy
pacifies
some,
and
Spongebob Squarepants may
• fit other sensibilities, to get
the real hardcore subject mat
ter that won't even be shown
on cable latenight, find your
way to a site like newgrounds.com.
We all know the stories
of a our of work child actor

I
1 -ii 1-1 _
that go downhill, like my
princess Dana Plato, and slip
in- to a life of drugs and
crime. Well the stories run
parallel to what happens to
out of work cartoons.
Newgrounds
has a "Where are
they now?" feel
for cartoon char
acters that; have
lost
'"

their status in
TV land.
As it turns
out
Rainbow
Britc
had
a
falling out with
the color girls
and turned to a
life ol drugs
and promiscuity.

She feels worthless, and

The Coyote
Chronicle wants you
to be a staff writer, so
come on in. We won't
bite, unless you want
us to.
CD

q
CM
q.

Waiit to be in a band? Call Bryan Wallace
(909)648-7170

u.,,- it, she k..,The cartoon natodie
parodies
I'm sure th<»v
they havp
have
as rumor has
has Kaon
been the kids I'm
really
pull at tiie heart
engaging in intercourse with the best intentions.
strings, especially when you
You might have figured
her horse. She does get back
see
Yogi
at her so-called friends in as much
Bear
resort
end.
to killife
A thrilling showdown at
picnic
the" local Abercrombie and
Finch needs a witness, might
there is more
as well be you.
than
just car
The
Carebcars
have
toon parodies
stopped caring and found the
on
newpath of degra
grounds.
dation. They
Find
can be tound
the
Flash
living
the
toon called
gangster life
Teach
Me. It
style on -the
telis
the
story
of
a
bullfrog
Fred
show
a
side
of
the
toon
.-web,..
You have to you never knew. Fred is a who has fetish for having sex
feel sorry for scarf guy. but still, who fore in cowboy boots in different
positions, but his fetish turns
these
big- saw his lust for bestiality?
Scooby Doo was in acty- violent. To find out what hap
hearted animal
ffiend.s. even ality a shameless pleasure pens to the bullfrog after he
though
they seeker, and I would have pleasures himself to the sun,
hang out at the schoolyard never known unless I med you are just going to have to
go to the site.
giving joints and 40oz.'s to dled a little.

THE FIRST SPRING BREAK
REALITY MOVIE!
NO SCRIPTS. NO ACTORS.
NO RULES.
APRIL 2 5 ONLY IN THEATRES

FROM THE PRODUCERS OF THE REAL WORLD
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Spastic Colon @ The Smell

d j Ih e p u

Richard Swift @ Spaceland

Thursday 5/1
Bitch and Animal, Star, No Satr @
Knitting Factory

Monday 4128
Jason Bentley, Michael Cook, Troy
Roberts @ 8:00pm Knitting Factory
Fallguy, Phunk Junkeez @ Whisky

Atreyu, Killswitch Engage, Lamb
of God @ Glass House
Avril Lavigne @ Long Beach Arena
Chris Whitley @ Roxy
Club Nouveau @ House of Blues
Elvins @ Hnery Fonda Theater
Paul Revere & The Raiders @
Pechanga Entertainment Center

a Go Go

The Brian Jonetsown Massacre @

Nickhil @ House of Blues
The Beatings @ Spaceland

Spaceland

Tuesday 4129

^

oxymorons @ The Palce

Friday 5!2

La Mosca De Tse Tse, Almalafa @'

18 Visions, Lamb of God @ El Rey

Knitting Factory
Cat Power @ Henry Fonda Theater

Theater
2UP @ The Smell

Stephen Malkmus and the Jick$@
E! Rey

Tomahawk, Melvins, Skeleton Ke y
@ House of Blues (OC)

Annie Lennox @ UCLA Royce
Hall

XYZ, Great White, CC Deville's
Samantha 7 @ Key Club
Tristan Prettyman @ House of
Blues

Wednesday 4130

All-American Rejects, Atreyu,
Chimaira @ The Glass House
Anne McCue, Helen Steller @
Spaceland

Led Zepagain, Pyromania @14
below

MCS Track @ The Glass House
Roem @ Knitting Factory
Slightly Stoopid @ The Roxy
Vic Chenutt @ Troubadour
XO @ The Smell

Saturday 5/3

Max The Cat, Sonny Black, Secret
Level, Greg Johnson, Made in
Japan @ Dragon Fly
Minute Mile, Lady Killer @ Cobalt

Alexis Harte, Casper @ 14 Below
Death by Stereo @ Troubadour
Ichelle Shocked @ Knitting Factory
Sammy Hagar and the Waboritas

Cafe

@ Blockbuster Pavillion

The White Stripes, Whirwhind
"""Haatd @ SOMA

Slightly Stoopid @ The Ro^
Wild Child

( Ii.ii'issa Ciiniir>
S/u/if Wn/rr
Two heads are better than one
Being successful in most ot her
and that ts what two sisters probably
cases.
Nina then decides to take on
thought when they decided to team
her
next
case. In O'Shaughnessy's
up to create their bc^t selling scries.
latest
novel,
'"Writ of Execution,"
Pamela, who graduated with a
Nina's
newest
client. Jes.se Potter, i.s
law degree rroin Harvard, and Mary,
the
newest
jackpot
winner at a local
who graduated with an linglish
casino
in
town
The
problem i.s that
Literature degree, created the pericct
Je.sse
Potter
is
having
a ditticuil
pair when ihcy decided to combine
lime
collecting
her
winnings
without
their names to make up their "author
revealing
her
real
idontily.
So
.lesse
name," Pcni O'Shaughne.ssy.
Potter turns to Nina for help, but it
Labeled as the female John
is not that simple. The pcison play
Grishurn by their readers. Peril
ing the slots before Jessc thinks that
O'Shauglinessy has daz/led many
money should go to him.
readers with
Very quickly a simple case turns
their famous
out
to
be a tale of obsession that
Niaa Reillyi- •
could
possibly
turn out deadly.
Series.,'
To
find
out
how Nina Reilly
A single'-/':
makes
it
through
this case be sure to
mother aM 1
check
thi.s
book
out.
"Writ of
professional
lawyer, Nifla Execution,'* is the nu»st thrilling and
Rciily
' : stispeuscful novel O'Shaughncssy
has written.
ties to '
If you liked "Writ of
change her
Execution." be sure to check some
personal and
of O'Shaughncssy other novels:
professional
'"Motion to Suppress." "Invasion of
life by mov
Privacy" and "Acl.s of Malice."
ing to Lake Tahoc. Being the .only
O'Shaughnc.ssy is also re.leasing
female lawyer in the ^mall town.
the
newest
addition to the Nina
Nina succccd.s in building her own
Reilly
series,
"Presumption of
|
praeliLC and pioviiig hojiclt the
in
Iiine
IVaiJi
•'
woT'.dArfn* liwver
kr^w s
rv

Think About Tomorrow

Vote Today |
ASI Elections are coming...

W

Don't miss out on the chance
to pick your representative!!1

m

Bring this ad lo the Pl-anned
Parenthood nearest you to receive
a free goodie bag- during the
month of February.

Tuesday, May 6th - Candidates' Forum
and ASi. Fireplace Lounge 3:00-5:00pm
Wednesday, May 7th & Thursday, May 8th - VOTE
9:00am-8:00pm

siajptlm ten

Our Services Include:
c<^rol,

conlmc^pfiort, std
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Return of the Blacklist:

Hollywood's anti-war Branding
By Bethany Anderson

Special to the Chronicle
to the Star
Spangled Banner, America is
supposed to be the land of the
free, home of the brave, and
you know the rest. Though in a
land known for its free speech,
anyone who remotely makes
an anti-war comment becomes
the target of the new and
improved
Hollywood
Blacklist.
Hollywood has had a long
tradition of attempting to
silence those who speak their
minds on political issues of the
times. Though Marlon Brando's
refusal to accept the Academy
Award for best actor in his role in
The Godfather, in direct protest
of the government's treatment of
Native Americans, had much less
criticism than present day celebs.
Who could forget Michael
Moore's "Shame on you Mr.
Bush" acceptance speech from
this past years Academy Awards
show, where Moore was harshly
booed off of the stage while com
menting on his win for Best
Documentary Film Bowling for
According

m-

ii:

Columbine.
Moore was immediately
labeled as "un-American" by
many supporters of the war.
Some have commented that the
statements by Moore were inap
propriate for the occasion. Yet if
one cannot be free to express
themselves, then why adhere to
the freedoms that our country
prides itself upon.
Do we censor the mouths of

www.hollywoodhalfwits.com
where there are listed over 30
celebrities who have made
anti-war,
anti-government,
anti-Bush administration com
ments in one media form or
another. Upon clicking on the
celebrity, you are given the
name, address, and phone
numbers to the celebrity's ^
management-company
and
publicist.
When did our nation go from
the days of Larry Flynt stating
Photo courtesy of entertainment.com he had a first amendment right
to publish pornography, to the
Chicks branded from fan's treatment
Dixie Chicks having metal
detectors at their upcoming US
many supremacist groups for
making their racists, vulgar, and tour for fear of retaliation for lead
often-ignorant comments in their singer Natalie Maines' comment
speeches and rallies? Do we cen regarding President Bush?
Our nation is slowly evolv
sor the adult entertainment indus
try that thrives off of the billions ing into the totalitarian society
of dollars made every year thanks that our great nation has fought
to the Internet? But we still find so hard to end in other countries
time to find the enemy in pam (like Iraq).
What happened to the con
pered celebrities who can return
cept
of people agreeing to dis
to the comforts of their mansions,
agree?
designer clothes, and millions of
After
the
attacks
on
dollars.
The Dixie Chicks, Martin September 11, our country had a
Sheen, Susan Sarandon, Tim monumental opportunity to come
Bobbins, Jennifer Aniston, and together and stand united against
Sean Penn have all made thefr the enemy who at the time was
anti-war statements on a'V6jy faintly
public forum in one-way or
another. Though all of the above
have been victims of heavily con
centrated media firestorms that
have resulted from death threats
to boycotts.
Entire websites have been
dedicated to how Americans can
boycott celebrities who speak out
against the war. Just click on

flowing over with flags raised

high upon their cars, homes, and
office buildings in an attempt to
prove terrorists everywhere that
the US would not go down with
out a fight.
Must it take another cata
strophic moment on our soil for
the US to unite again? I hope for
our future it doesn't.
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Letter to the Editor
Regarding: the No No Spot
B>
C.S/

.SI. John
SB siiithm

Thi.s is in rcspijiiso lo the
article in last week's issue
titled. "When the No No
Becomes ii Yes Oh Yes Spot."
I have, in the pa>t. come to
tlie Chronicle's delonse when
readers have made disj)araging rcmark.s, in writing,
regarding the quality of the
Coyote Chronicle. However,
this article has forced mc to
switch sules for a moment.
First, correct me if 1 am
wrong, but the pur(x.)se of a
newspaper is lo disseminate
the news. How is giving a
iefv.son on anal .sex doing this
in anyway? Tim is not an
article that should be found
in a newspaper.
Playboy
maybe, but not the university
newspaper. One would never
expect lo read something of
this nature in the I..A Times
and ' or any other wellknown and rejiulable paper.
Why would the Coyote
Chronicle not wish to Ix*. rep
utable?
Secondly, I, along with
many other .students and

rience for many, still i.s not
enriching in any .sense of the
word. What students write,
and read for that matter,
should Ix* a reflection of the
.social and cultural values
taught here at CSUSB.
Thirvlly. 1 must ask. is
there anyone who has any
morals left at all? Altluxjgh I
am not one that believes that
talking about sex is a
"taboo,'" there is a time and a
place for everything. The
Coyote Chronicle is not the
place.
.Xpparently the
Chrtrnicle staff does not care
that there is a daycare here on
campus.
Additionally, a few
week.s ago, an article
appeared in the Chronicle
that metttiuned some students
arc often forced to brittg their
children to class with them.
These papers are spread
about
the
campus.
Therefore, these children,
key word here is "children,"
have easy access to ihi.s
paper. Society, as a whole,
must at some [xunt start to
take responsibility for our
youth. How can we expect

feet that we, the read commit, heinom,;K-„^sex
ers, have noUiing better do crimes? Children are curious
than sit around reading sxmt and impressionable, ri^tt
f, for one. do not wish te;
Ihe University is a
of
kaxning. Our ex|»riences have to inhibft parent siu-:
here on c;Mnpu.s ^ould be
enriel^g and eniigfnening. ~ No No continued
B^ing this article, tlwugh it
on page 20
nmy be an eye opening expe

mm

WE'LL TAKE CARE OF YOU!
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Uncensored: The Randy Coyote
Back 2 Basics:Missionary and others
ground.
For the freakier members of
News Editor
our readership, we have alternate
and
positions that can enhance the
Mathew Taylor
experience for both partners. For
Managing Editor
those who are willing - and able The art of making love is just we can recommend both the
that, an art. From the vanilla "Crab's Position" and the
position of missionary to the "Congress of a Cow." Before
acrobatic feats of the Rainbow attempting either of these acro
Arch, the positioning of the two batic placements, my partner and
I strongly recommend that both
bodies ^e limitless.
Sex is all about the practice partners should stretch their leg
and the time you take to learn the muscles out; in the "heat of the
techniques. Missionary is the moment" your adrenaline may
generic position chosen that is prevent a person from recogniz
more pleasing to the man. It puts ing the pain associated with torn
him in control of the situation or strained muscles and the pleas
from the depth of his insertion to ure/pain of intercourse.
The "Crab's Position" is a
the amount of pressure placed on
the sexual organs. There are ways maneuver that is done in which it
to eradicate the blandness of mis makes the vagina or receiving
sionary. For starters the female orifice constrict around the penis.
partner should attempt to raise The receiving partner lies on
her pelvis by squeezing her but their back and draws in both legs
tocks. By doing this, her G-spot and rests thighs on their stomach.
is more accessible and therefore
more pleasurable.
To switch control roles, we
found that the "Reciprocal Sight
of the Posteriors" allows for
more pleasure for the partner on
top. The more relaxed, reclining
partner is denied immediate cli-

By Jenn Gardner

The inserting partner begins to
thmst from a kneeling position.
This position is supposedly more
pleasurable because of the fric
tion created. It is tmly a benefit to
both partners.
The "Congress of a cow" is a
stance for those not wanting to
follow the herd. It is similar to
the position commonly known as
doggy style. This adds some
variety to the common rear entry
poses. This again is a position in
which the insertive partner is in
control, where their hands and
feet support the receptive partner
and the other partner mounts.
This movement allows for deeper
penetration.
Now that we have informed
you of the various techniques you
can try going out and giving 'em
the old heave ho. But don't forget
when you out and about and you
know your going to get
wet...always wear your rubbers.

most relinquish confrcp
of vhe action. This reclining posi
tion allows for a 'posterior' view
of the acting partner. This posi
tion is typiqaJly seen in hetero
sexual pom flicks; generally, the
female takes position on top of
the male facing away from him,
her feet planted firmly on the

Photo courtesy ofaltavista.com
"If it doesn't get all over the place..."

Photos courtesy ofgoogle.com
Step. Move to the right, don't look at mc. Get OUT!

A Nacho Nazi:
The tradegy of the
Commons
By Yazmin Alvarez

OpIEd Editor
you've ever ordered
nadios from the Commons, then
I'm pretty sure you have an idea
as to what I'm talking about
when I say "Nacho Nazi."
Every now and then, no
scratch that.
The Nacho Nazi is that one
server who always shorts your
nacho toppings, one that you're
too afraid to challenge because of
that evil gleam in their eye that
says "back off." I always have
high hopes that I'll have another
server, but lo and behold, I'm
always being disappointed.
The scenario is as follows: I
walk in, pacing myself slowly
over to the nacho counter, tastebuds watering for the nice crispy
cheesy warm nachos. No line,
good. I step up to the counter
ready to order. Then suddenly to
my dismay...dun, dun, dunn... the
Nacho Nazi appears out of
nowhere.
Whoa!

And now the ordering
begins. I get the chips of course.
But I'm not even going to talk
about how shady the Nacho Nazi
is because shady people are an
entirely different story.
I ask for cheese, naturally.
Then assuming I don't want any
thing else, I'm asked, "Is that it."
After I just finished saying I
wanted an order of nachos
supreme. The box gets closed,
and the next order is taken.
What about me? I wasn't
finished. That's not what I want
ed. But that's it. It's over. My
turn is up. The problem is, if I go
back to the counter, I'm received
with hounding looks— and I don't
want to have a magical loogie
appear and have that make my
nachos supreme.
That being, I'm left with
pondering mind and hungry
stomach. Do I skip the nachos
and get the fried stuff, or do I
simply step to the right, make no
eye contact and order the regu
lar?
.

Tricky Coyotes- The masters or disguise
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Now that Spring is
here, the wildlife
need to keep their
cool and stay In
the shade.
Find all five coy
otes hidden in the
picture. Be care
ful, keep your eye
out for wanahees!
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Continrnd
"Jaffa continuea from page
^ and pointed out that l..inculu is among tlw top three! mosfe
speari
today;
cited th^ only William Shakes]
ard. ij
t liave as many pieces written on them, on record,
: Library of Congress.
^
After his opening comments, Jaffa was more than happy to> ficl^i
licl
qiie^c^s fr(»n tfje audience members.
One attendee asked Jaffa who Lincoln's influences were,
mode mention of several influences; ti» top three listed were th^
pible, John Stuart Mills and Shakespeare. "Lincoln became a Sti^
Went of Plato through Shikespctre" informed Jaffa.
^
i
Not all of tho.se in attendance were students,
or
^SUSB; one student's father. Mark Ruffalo came to enjoy the coriK:
ference also. Rsdftalo had done his homework on Lincoln and did
toot hesitate to ask for Jaffa's opinion on other works written ORji

a

.Lincoln.
^
Ruffalo questioned JalTa'.s opinion on a book written by TlumtaS;
J. Dilorenzo, "The Real Lincoln." The book places blan» 08
Lincoln for the increase of federal programs that came from his tiir«
^n the White House. Oppositions to a laiger federal government di^hike Lincoln for this reason but Jaffa reminds people, "the govem' ment increased because they had to fight a great Civil War," not necrj
=^essarily because of Lincoln's polittcal philosophy.
i Jaffa offered an interesting and relatively untoown fact about
|"Honest Abe" which exemplified his moral integrity. Prior to his
Ipresidency, while stilt practicing law in Illinois, Lincoln had re{»eisented a slave owner in a case that - if lost - would free five slaves.
lAnd in this case, after Lincoln gave his closing statements, the jury
jretumed with a judgment in favor of the (now freed) slaves.
I
Political science undergtadu^es TilTany Ondatje, Monica Solis
land Myeasha Miller were pleased with ffie information provided by
f Jaffa in the hour and a half long conference. All three of ffiese stuJdeni.s agreed that "It was reaily spontaneous." Also they'were
{leased withal the "li^ tkfeits" of information thai Jaffa was able
1 to rw^i without notes or aids.

April 28, 2003
slower.
You can find officer
Bengtson working from 8 a.m.
until 8 p.m. Sunday through
Tuesday and every otherj
Wednesday protecting andl
I serving toward the bettermenti
; of your scholastic experience. I
f M^e sure you say "hi" to himl

So what's the point if it doesn't have an effect if the teacher is in a
tenure position," Rommel Rock Divingracia, a history senior, said.
The student evaluation forms do have a partial impact on the
teacher's evaluation, but it is only one thing. The teacher does have
the choice to not have the class write any evaluations if, for exam
ple, they are troublesome and the professor expects a bad review.
Unfortunately, professors can actually get reprimanded for not hav
ing enough evaluations.
"Evaluations should have more of an impact. I don't care much
when 1 fill them out because I really know that they don't have a big
impact. If they did, I would really write the truth," says Yazid
Almuhaiz^ a computer science major.
Students can complain about the teacher even if they don't have any
evaluation forms for their class. The way to do this is to write and
sign a formal letter of complaint and turn it in to the department
chair. "I am in a difficult position, protecting the student as well as
protecting the teacher," says Dr. Risa E. Dickson Department Chair
of Communications Studies on receiving complaints from students.
If the teacher gets bad evaluations or minor complaints one year and
favorable ones the next five, there is not a problem. However, if
there are bad appraisals or grievances from the students two or more
years in a row there might be a problem with the teacher and it
should be looked into.
The chair is not a formal authority on reprimanding the faculty but
if the complaint is strong enough it will be turned in to the Office of
Faculty Affairs. If the complaint is sound enough and the student
has agreed to take responsibility to have it followed through, the
complaint can then go to the University Judicial office for an official
complaint that has serious consequences such as firing the teacher or

"Sutton continuea
from page 2
mong a multitude of other
things, Sutton has also man
aged to find exemplary students
to fill every Board of Directors
position, with the exception of *
Palm Desen's vice president
position. She is also devoted to
peer advising, laying claim to a
remarkable 1,2(X) hours spent
helping other students - and she
remembers many of them by
name.
"My goal is to help other
students find the oppoituiiities
I've had," Sutton explained, "I
just love working with studeats.^^
... it's so fulfilUng and reward^
ing."

worse.

"Survey Contimed from page 1
As a professor rises in rank to full professor, they are evaluated less
and less.
"Even if you give an opinion of the teacher, the student's voice is not

"Police Continuea from page 1
law enforcement practiced here and for tiie more compact shifts
that wmild allow him to spend more time with his wife and two
childttin.
Originally from the city of Anaheim, Bengtson attended the
Orange County Sheriff Academy In 1993 and now resides in
Riverside.
When asked how the pace would be compared to working for
the Sheriff's office. Bengtson comentedly replied, "consit^bl

Trevor's

RUSTIC INN
NOW OPEN
Karoke

POOL TABLES
VIDEO GAMES
GREAT FOOD

V

FULLY STOCKED BAR
ICE COLD BEER

$2.00 TUESDAYS
ALL BEERS, ALL DAY LONG!
11AM-1AM Open Daily
800 Kendall DR.
886-1086
21 & Over Please

ffie Coyote
Chronicle
f

Is looking for you...Are you
gifted artistically...Do you
have an eye for a good pic
ture? Then we're looking
for you. Come By our office
in UH 037 or give us a call
909 880 5289 to find out
about opportunities.
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Monday, April 28
Studies in the Bible
Student Union Board Room
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m

Wednesday, April 30

MECHA Meeting
Student Union Boarcf Room
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m

"Speak on it" Diversity at CSUSB
Sponsored by
Afrikan Student Alliance
Student Union Events Center B&C
11:30 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.

Tuesday, April 29

//'if'

Meeting
student Union Board Room
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m

ASI Board of Directors Meeting
student Union Board Room
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. i

i'

V

Dominoes & Donuts Tournament
Student Union Gameroom
2:00 p.m^- 4:00 p.m

Greek Week Speaker
Sponsored by Panhelienic Council
Student Union Events Center A&B
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Thursday, May 1
Student Loan Workshop
Sponsored by Student Accounts
Student Union Events Center C
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

"Panhelienic Council Meeting
Student Union Board Room
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Prepared Courtesy of
Student Union Graphic Arts
To place an event
in the Calendar,
. please bring
information to
Student Union Graphic,
room SU112,
call X3942,
or e-mail
sugraphics@csusb.edu

Monday, May 5
Finance & Contracts Committee
Student Union Board Room
3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Friday, May 2

Greek Week Speaker
Sponsored by Panhelienic Council
Student Union Events Center A&B
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

X2195

Getty Museum Field Trip
Sponsored by
Student Union Adult Re-Entry
Center
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Bus leaves at 9 a.m.
from the flagpole

X5253

Satsa & Swing Club
HP-104
9:00 p.m
For more information,
contact us at
salsaswingclub@yahoo.com

Afrikan Student Alliance
Club Meeting
Student Union Board Room
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

X5932

"U

I'

X7204

Federal Criminal Just
Employment Seminar
Sponsored by Criminal Justice Club
Student Union Events Center A
12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

a asi Finance/CAB Board

,5 • A
r W\ '
'O/JxS

Pacific Asian Heritage Day
Sponsored by
Student Union Cross Cultural Center
Student Union Courtyard
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Celebration Pilipino Culture
Sponsored by
LUBOS (C.Y.P.A.)
Student Union Events Center
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Latino Theatre (La Raza Week)
Sponsored by
Student Union Cross Cultural Center
Student Union Courtyard
4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

X7204

Studies in the Bible
Student Union Board Room
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m

Sunday, May 4
Metro City Church Services
Student Union
8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

MECHA Meeting
Student Union Board Room
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m

>5 ^
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Baskin^hRobbins.
^OGOV
off your purclmsc

10%

at either Togo's or Baskin Robbins with
valid CSUSB stitdeot or faculty I.D.
Hease present I,D. at the time of order,
Nc^ valid witli any other diseouut, coupon
or promotii'm*

A Space Like this one coulti be
yours for a low low price.
Docs your club or organization
need some advertising.
Advertise with the Chronicle
Call or email for more
information 909 880 5289 or
Sbchron@csusb.edu

Togo's/Baskin Robbins
•1.1i75 Nortik

P^rkwuy

sam isema-rdlba* ca 92487

9019-473-7494
Next til A'fcI>oiialci^s

r
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I
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6-inch Sub

Why Weight?
Eat Healthy.

Bqr«M«r:MRaU^ac£N^»ieets rnimwar
fiMiifiiflrtini I
6"^fl* Eipm Of Ltsssjf Vatoc Free «i84M.&S«n3 Ws^ |

sdn •vrnanhiw u a»i|

Paradise

Any of oar healthy and
dcliclOBB Bajidwlchcs. yogart*
or frceh fralt fmoolhici

Nails & Skin Care
|Early Bird Special

(909)880-9098
3205 W. Kendall Dr. #2B
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(Comer of Kendall & Palm)

,9AM-3PM Mon-Thurs.

iFull Set $16 1
IFIII $9.00
I
IWaxIng
•(Bring Coupon)

I
I

sanowichcs fiiozen yogurt smoothies

Student
' Union

corner
Co-Sponsored by:

student Union Cross Cultural Center
presents

'"""mecha"™
LAMBDA THETAPHI
DELTA SIGMA CHI

la
W
Bi Oelebratiion
^Meek

May5Latino Art Show
May6LatinoTheotre

May 5 & 6,2003
12p.m.-2p.m.&
4 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Student Union Courtyard &
Events Center B & C

For more Information
contact the Student Union Cross Cultural Center
atx7204
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-^//fcs continued from page 3
As for the various members of the former Third World, the issue
of WMD falls between national sovereignty and the current drives to
disarm them.
"From their point of view [North Korea,
Iraq, Syria, and Iran], US and England are following a double standard
to look to the other side about certain friendly coimtries while coming
hard on other countries," said Dr. Dany Doueiri.of CSUSB's History
Department.
Basem Issa, a graduate student originally fix)m Jordan stated,
"...any sovereign nation has the right for weapons to defend them
selves. If U.S. or France has weapons for self defense, why are others
prohibited or punished...All countries should be equal."

^Talent continued from page 6
was given to Aaron Buit and Data C aratiinc. .And the grand pri/.e of;
SfiOO was given to Alex vSolaiu) for his spangli.sh regg.te peH'ormance.
".At the end 1 just feit so overwhelmed, we were pleased with all
the performances and the turnout," said Lynn Rogers, one of the
coordinators for the tiilent show and sister of/.eta Phi Beta.
The Zeta Phi Beta .sisters' main tocus has boon to give back to
the community. Their next event will be on May ttJtii lor a three on
three haskeiball toumament where the top prize will be S.'itK).
Anyone who i.s interested im wants more mfomuUion, send an email
to /eiaLadies5(K>5(" vahoo.com.

~No No continued from page 13
dents from bringing their children with them to school when in a
bind. The Chronicle, in printing articles of this nature, is only per
petuating a problem.
I understand that some may feel I am infringing upon the
Chronicle's First Amendment Right of freedom of speech or of the
press. However, where in the First Amendment, or the entire
Constitution of the United States, does it state that people have a

AC:

right to obscenity? It doesn't. In fact the US Supreme Court has
repeatedly held that obscenity is NOT a First Amendment right.

--Holden Continued from page
learned how to play the piano, and formed a band called Perfect.
Eventually the band broke up and Holden decided to pack up and
move to New York. For six months she worked on songs and, upon
moving back to Hollywood, she recorded her first CD, which
according to some will never compare to the live version.
"The CD sounds great, but it doesn't compare to the live
sound," said student Kailee Miller, "the band has an incredible
sound together."
Though various musicians helped her in producing her CD, the
band she brought to campus is the one which currently plays with
her. With Michele Aristy on bass. Judy Cocuzza on drums and P.J.
Labinski on guitar, this group has major potential.
This group is definitely worth checking out and if you're in the
Hollywood area, keep your eyes open. Holden is in the process of
booking more shows and promises to update her website www.carlaholden.com as soon as possible.

^ School and SportsContinued from Page 20

sa

davfc^

I wake up at Sam.
pm out the door by 5:30. 1 hav^
p^ce at 6 to 7:30, tiicn' go.
t^ass for four hours, then haw
^p^tice af 2:30 to 4:30. Then 1;
right after ami get home
I wake up at 7.;3Ga.ii^
:^id;have cl^s ftom 8 to 12. i esk
get,ready ibr-pf^u;ttce.H',f
frcrni I to 5:30.
ftien have class from 6
'^fter 8,1study for m
do-it again.,
AC: Ai^hi'ng else you-wait

SR: My fun is stiKlying m
i^inday. It's my only off d^.-: li
JR: I Cffli't really study. SOi
lli^flher downfall is that I Have 60,
l^sh my studying on the
5^bd. A only have two
fottf
Snifs max to mlax and ha^^
:^^day., My relaxatitm
^ it's kind of sad.

SR: You got to come out and play and 1 just got a spot on the teami
|yi|yrR; The coach contacte you. I transferred ifrom Midlcn, a juaio|:
^legO in Texas. There is no problem if you Imnsfer Irom a|uni<»'^|:
J^g^t.you lose eligibi|%i,fyou transfer to anoftier California
^ AC: How in^joitant is it to be an athlete at CSUSB?
A
SR: It's cool. • Like I said,:ydti-get ft) irepieseat.ftie school.."/.• v Ifi
m
It's not import^t to other pecgjle, but it's important fw
it helps me pay for my school
;|
How important is winning and losing?
"""• A
It's eve^hing, .but you
-to, be. h^py, as l<mg as yop-;^

'^I^^riflces that most
Would not make. The reality off
,^Bdent-ath1ete is a jugglmg
You have u> Wance school,

.IR: It's ^ ftiat importent If you tiy your be^ thsa you can't

||hile trymg to havea social Ijf^

But as a team, winning is more because we rely on

other. :

Classifieds
Miscellaneous

!:-Hear the band,

shake Pete's hand,

I'ropcrly CI

Will Pick

Up Junl

'sTa® for a qiialffled

tmul dchrik woo

mLife Local plan

2678
File Cabinets, 4
drawer standard size
$40 each 909 425
2664

two tickets to see Pete Yorn live
and meet lilm after the show
also^get

uiillfnited night & weekend minutes
and up to
6D0anytime minutes
with
nationwide long distance included

del Piiifl n:iil>

If you arc lircd of
your current job or
you are just looking
for an extra source
of income give us a
call at 909 675 9535.
Our company is
looking to expand in
the area.

a
I'rafTic IR-Ii'ikUts,
Inc.
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o
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plus get a
FRE£ PHONE after mail-in rebate.

Sales tax applies to oripinai purchase price
add niMade for exclusive wireless access
. to Pete 's concert news, music and more

GOTO ATTWIRELESS.COM/MEETPETI

life

AUbT Wireless

AT&TWHB]C«-S SIOIC3

WV delend
\l I
moving violations
including: Traffic
Tickets.
Driving
Under the influence,
Driving
with
a
Sus|>ended License,
aiu! I)M\ I Icai ing^.
rail

a month

*

Law

ffi

all from ysur Home Service Area

tranu-

Def'eiidci's
(909 >862-4200

al

san bernardino
1375 Camino Real, #120
909 a84-7861

Important Information
An additional monthly $1.75 Regulatory Program Fee wilt be added to your bill for each tine ot service to help ^nd AT&T Wireless compliance with various government mandated programs. This is not a
tax or a government required charge.
© 2003 AT&T Wireless. All Rights Reserved. Requires new activation on a qualified plan $39.99 or above, credit approval, valid credit or debit card, a $36 activation fee, minimum one-year agreemem,
compatible device and up to a $175 cancetl^on fee. Not available for purchase or use In aU areas. Usage Is rounded up to the next full minute. Unused monthly minute alkwances lost. Sending text
messages, roaming, additional minute and long distance charges, universal connectivity charge, surcharges, other restrlctons, charges and taxes apf^y. Availability and reliability of service are subject
to transmission limitations. Not available with other offers. Offers available for a limited time. You will be bound by the General Terms and Condifions and ottier [xinled materials. Free "Hcket Offer: Two
tickets and passes per each qualified activation and phone purchase. Phone must be active on AT&T W/lreless service for 30 days. Offer available for a limited time or until supplies last. Other restricSons
apply. See store or www.attwlreless.com/meetpe1e tor details. mMode: mMode not available on all devices, rate pl^s or available for purchase or use In all areas. Additional momhiy service and usage
enlarges and other conditions ^ly. Night and Weekend Minutes: Available on calls placed from the Home Service Area and applicable long distance charges additional. Night and Weekend alrtlme
is from 9:00 pm • 5:59 am M-F; and F 9:00 pm - M 5:59 am. Nationwide Long Distance: No wireless long distance charges apply to calls placed from your Home Service Area to anywhere In the 60
United States. Standard alrtlme charges ^y. Nokia 3590 $100 Mail-In RetMte: Phone and service must be acfive for 30 days and when rebate is processed. AHow 8-10 weeks for rebate check. See
r^e form for full details. mMode not available with this phone.
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Baseball rallying to salvage season
By Kermit R. Boyd

Sports Editor
The Coyotes baseball team
handed Vanguard University a
22-2 shellacking in a non-con
ference match.
The Coyotes were on a fivegame losing streak and dis
charged their frustration on an
unexpected Lion squad.
Head coach Don Parnell
used 23 players in the win
against the Lions, which proved
to be extremely effective.
Offensively, the 'Votes
hammered out 23 hits off five
Lion pitchers.
Defensively, the 'Votes held
the Lions to just five hits in two
hours and 52 minutes.
CSUSB saw offensive out
put from virtually every player.
Junior
Chris
McAllen
scraped together four hits,
including his fifth homerun of
the season. He also drove in
three runs and scored three runs
himself.
Senior second baseman Josh
Thomas contributed three hits,
two RBI's, and reached home
Robert Whiteheaci/CSUSB
plate three times.
Cat State San Bernardino Men's Basetball Team celebrate after scoring run in front of their home crowd
Senior Mark Ayala Jr. col
lected three hits on five at bats
Vanguard harvested one of hitter Thomas Baeder crushed 3-3 on the year.
..while driving in three runs. 10 hits against Lion starter Jason
As the Coyotes approach
theif
two funs=' iathe left field wall.
Searle,
who
lasted
only
-1.4
'^flto*wer,^hh^cohth*buti0ns
their
season ending conference
Freshman
Kyle
Holden,
the
inning, off Coyotes reliever
extended beyond the offense. He "innings of play .
tournament,
they have enough
fifth
of
nine
Coyote
pitchers,
Nonetheless, the Coyotes Chris White.
pitched a scoreless eight inning,
games
left
before
the season is
collected
the
win
and
is
I-I
on
Superior
Coyote
pitching
walking one and striking out the scored seven more runs off
over
to
have
a
record
of over
the
season
while
Lion
starter.
kept
the
Lions
at
bay
until
the
reliever Josh Franco, and three
sidev '
.500.
Searle,
picked
up
the
loss
and
is
top
of
ninth
inning
when
pinchr
CSUSB tallied eight runs on were unearned.

Schweiger catching fire down the stretch
By Wesley Collins

Assistant Sports Editor
Junior
catcher
Brian
Schweiger is making the most
out of his 2003 season with the
Coyote Baseball team.
The
CSUSB
Men's
Baseball Team has fallen short
of their preseason aspirations to
defend their 2002 CCAA title.
The Coyotes are currently
No. 10 in the CCAA conference
with a 12-19 record and have
failed to make the CCAA
Conference Tournament.
"I'm just trying to be a team
player and do the best I can,"
says Schweiger, who is current
ly sharing some starts with fel
low catcher, senior Ryan
Simpson.
"I have the utmost respect
for that guy," says Schweiger of
Simpson.
"If it wasn't for him helping
me my freshman year I proba
bly wouldn't be where I'm at
now."
Schweiger earned himself a
starting role his freshman year
and has started a majority of the
games each year since.
"They brought me in to
work with the pitchers, catch the
pitchers and call the game
behind
the
plate,"
says
Schweiger of his role on the

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

Junior catcher Brian Schweiger takes the sign from the dugout
team.
Schweiger was drafted by
the Chicago White Sox in round
43 straight out of high school.

which has brought high expecta
tions at CSUSB because of it.
He is backing those expec
tations with solid numbers this

year.
Schweiger is currently bat
ting a solid .319 to go along
with five home runs and a team

leading 30 RBI.
Along with having a solid
offensive season, Schweiger is
also having a productive season
behind the plate.
Defensively he currently
has 160 put-outs with only four
errors.
Even though the Coyotes
will not make the CCAA
Championship Tournament this
year, Schweiger still wants to
finish his junior year on a posi
tive note.
"I'd like to finish out with a
bang by winning our last eight
games ... and just killing every
body," said Schweiger after a
22-2 stomping of Vanguard
University.
Schweiger and his team
mates got an early start against
the Lions, but can they sustain
that momentum for their
remaining games?
Schweiger will look to
make good on that promise in
the Coyotes remaining games.
They include two games
against Chico State University
and three home games against
San Francisco State University.
Brian Schwieger and his
Coyote teammates can be heard
May 2 on Coyote Radio at 7
p.m.
That game will be played
against San Francisco State.
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Reneker a much needed utility in the pool
By Wesley Collins

Assistant Sports Editor
Sophomore sensation Sarah
Reneker is helping her CSUSB
Women's Water Polo teammates
achieve unexpected potential
this year.
The co-captain has her team
entering the upcoming WWPA
Tournament with a full head of
steam.
Reneker was the team's
leading scorer last year as a
freshman and is currently the
second leading scorer on the
team this year with 55 goals.
However, she is first on the
team in ejections drawn with 34
- a Stat that head coach Tom
Finwall says is extremely
important.
"Defensively she's proba
bly two steps ahead of most
girls," says head coach Tom
Finwall.
"She's extremely crafting,
very cunning and intelligent ...
she makes things happen for
us," he adds.
Finwall coached Reneker at
J.W. North High School for
three years before joining her at
CSUSB this season.
Finwall points out that
Reneker has shown dramatic
advancement's in her game dur
ing the four years that he has

Robert Whitehead/CSVSB

Sophomore Sarah Reneker is a force to be reckoned with in the pool and has helped her team meet their
season expectations
coached her.
Among those advancements
are enhanced speed and a great
shooting touch.
"He's taught me everything
I know about shooting, 2 meter

Golf finishes

defending and driving," says
Reneker of Finwall.
Reneker plays the utility
position in the pool for the Lady
Coyotes - a position that is con
stantly in motion.
,

Her job is to help other
players around her better by set
ting them up for high percentage
shots.
Along with setting up her
JitUi&^.ppsition
teammates the jutuity
position

also requires driving and taking
high percentage shots of her
own.
The utility player must also
contain a strong will to lead a
team.
Reneker has become a cocaptain in only her sophomore
season with the Lady Coyotes.
"She has earned the posi
tion and the respect of her team
mates,"
says
Finwall
of
Reneke's co-captain stams.
"Everyday, every practice
and every game she's giving a
110 percent... she doesn't know
how to give anything less than
that" says Finwall of Reneker's
competitive nature.
"She's a competitor from
the tip of her hair to the bottom
of her toes," he adds.
The ladies look to end their
season on a positive note at the
WWPA Regional Champions
Tournament in Bakersfield.
They will go into the tour
nament as the No. 6 seed and
play a team they believe they
can beat in UC San Diego.
The ladies hope to finish as
the top four or five team in the
eight-team tournament.
"I'm very excited and 1
think we will do very well,"
says Reneker of the season end
ing tournament, which will be
playnd AvxiL25-27^

regular season well above parBy Anthony Cruz

. Staff Writer

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
Junior J.R. Reyes puts for birdie while moving on to the NCAA West Regional on May 5 and 6

Junior J.R. Reyes led all Cal
St. San Bernardino golfers as he
finished in the top eight in the
California Collegiate Athletic
Association Tournament held at
Diablo Grande Country Club.
Reyes' play all year earned
him an invitation to the NCAA
West Regional for the second
year in row.
In addition, he earned AllCCAA Honors.
With the help of junior
David Backus and senior Frank
Firman the Votes finished sixth in
the field.
Firman, in his last tourna
ment, finished nine strokes
behind Backus while Backus (fin

ished nine strokes behind Reyes.
The wind and rain con
tributed to an already unfriendly.
7,243-yard course that ma^pfci^
scores hard to come
^
Billy Noon led Cal St.
Bakersfield to victory by a hitting
three over par.
The Coyotes end their sea
son ranked 24th in the nation by
the Golf Coaches Association of
America.

CSUSB CCAA Tourney Cards
J.R. Reyes - 77-73-78 - 228;
David Backus ~ 84-76-77 —
237; Frank Firman ~ 79-83-84
- 246;
Adam Sepulveda - 87-86-82 ~
255;
Jeremy Hoch ~ 79-91-87 —257.

NFL Draft Predictions
By Anthony Cruz

Staff Writer

CD
o
CO

q.

Football is coming. How
can you tell? April 26 and 27 is
the reason why. The NFL draft
will feature seven rounds of 262
picks by 32 teams who are trying to help for the coming year
I and for the franchise.
§ Tj The Cincinnati Bengals
ifiave the fitst overall pick iii the
i draft They have already signed
quarterback and Hcisman
Trophy winner Carson Palmer to
a scvcn-vear deal. So. Detroit

1use

has the actual first pick in the 3.DT Dewayne Robertson,
Kansas He weighs 317 and can
draft.
So, who will be the future break through very small gaps
HdlofPamo-? Nobody knows, with his quickness.
WR Charles Rogers,
but here are my top thirty-two 4.
Michigan St, He's die best WR
players.
1. 013 Carson Palmer. USC in the draft.
Already claimed by the Bengals. $. QB B>Ton Leflwich, Marshall
He will be their Troy Atkman, He is the nextiStcve McNair
but I give him three ye^s until 6. WR Andre Johnson, Miami
he can do anything because the 7. DE Terrell Suggs, Arizona St
8.CB
Marcus
Triifant,
Bengals need a lot of work
2. CB Terence Newman, Kansas Washington St.
State I consider him die best 9. DT Jimmy Kennedy, Penn St.
10. DE Kevin
Williams,
player in the draft.

Oklahoma St.
11. OT Jordan Gross, Utah
12. RB Willis McGahee, Mi^iii
13. WR Kclley W^hingtoQ,

okl^oma
22. WR Bryant Johnson, Penn

tennes^

St.

14. QB Kyle Boiler, California
15. LB Boss Bailey, Georgia
16. TE John Smith, Rutgers
17. DT Johnathan. Sullivan,
Georgia
18. WR Taylor Jacobs, Florida
19. DE Jerome McDougle,
Miami
20. SS Troy Polamalu, USC
21.CB
Andre
Woolfolk,

30. WR Jason Witten. Tenne^^
31. QB Rex Grossman. Floritto
32. QB Chris Simras. Texas

St.

.

23. DT Kenny Peterson, Ohio
24. OG Eric Steinbach. Iowa
25. RB Lany Johnson, Penn St.
26. O [• Kwame Harris, Stanford
27. LB Nick Bamett, Oregon St
28. DT Ty Warren, Texas A&M
29. CB Sammy Davis. Texas
A&M
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Kendrick hitting on all cylinders
By Wesley Collins

Assistant Sports Editor
The
CSUSB
Women's
Softball Team is having a dismal
2003 season - a season that had
high expectations.
Even through those tough
times, senior second basewoman
Sharmaine
Kendrick
has
remained a positive spark
throughout the year.
"I'm not disappointed ...
I'm just happy to be out here
playing," say Kendrick of her
senior season.
Kendrick then points that
there could always be worse situ
ations that she could be in, like
not having the luxury of being
•"libteto play a sport competitive
ly due to grades or financial
woes.
Kendrick is in the top one or
two in almost every statistical
category this season for the Lady
Coyotes.
She is always a step behind
or a step ahead of fellow senior
Tracie Schioppi.
"Tracie is my idol... I final
ly told her that this year," admits
Kendrick.' Kendrick then goes
on to say that Tracie and herself
have helped lift each other up
during the season.
Castaneda describes Sharmaine
as a girl who possess extreme
heart, desire, hustle and an all out
T&ve for the game of softball.
Castaneda also points out that if

iiaiui.

•

i-iiiiniiMifflmtTaiiiiin

iTtit^-'
••
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Senior Sharmaine Kendrick swings for the fences in a CCAA conference game at Coyote field
being out there on the field ... it
she had to use one word to sum
up Sharmaine Kendrick it vrotild' doesn't -matter if she's down
eight runs or up eight runs, she
be (passionate).
A passion that Castaneda never gives up," says Castaneda.
The Lady Coyotes will play
feels is evident during games.
"She's just someone who the Mountain Dew Softball
m
Tournament
doesn't give up and just loves Classic

Bakersfield and then end the sea-

scm with four home games.
Even though the ladies have
had an unsuccessful season they
still feel they can finish their sea
son on a high note with a few
wins.

Kendrick just wants to leave
her senior season on a positive
note.
"I just want to be known as a
girl who had heart," says
Kendrick of how she wants "to be
remembered after she graduates.

'•m

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

Head Coach Dawn Castaneda rallies the troops as she gives them a pep talk during a CCAA conference game at Coyote field

Softball looks to close season strong down the stretch
By Kermit R. Boyd

Sports Editor
With preseason expectations
and standards set at altitudinous
levels, the Cal State San
Bernardino Softball team appears
to be in a state of vertigo.
Under first year head coach
Dawn Castaneda, the Coyotes 1140 overall and 7-19 in the CCAA.

CSUSB's last losing record
was posted in 2001 under former
head coach Roxanne Berch, but in
2002 the Coyotes ended the sea
son a winning note and record.
Currently, the Lady 'Votes
are sitting at the bottom of the
California Collegiate Athletic
Association.
Despite a dismal record, the
Lady 'Votes are seeing individual

play at a satisfactory level. Senior
catcher Tracie Schioppi leads the
team in practically every offen
sive statistical category in 2003.
Schioppi leads in batting average
(.342); runs scored (29), hits (51),
and homers (7) while throwing
out 23 runners attempting to steal.
Her
cohort
Sharmaine
Kendrick leads in runs batted in
with 22 and is second behind

Schioppi in every other offensive
statistical category.
Defensively, the Coyote
pitching staff is giving up 5.4
earned runs per game while their
opponents ERA is a mesmerizing
2.03.
Offensively, Coyote foes are
hitting .347 against CSUSB pitch
ing while the Coyotes are hitting
just .236 as a team.

The Coyotes' last two games
of the season are at home on May
2 and 3 against Cal State
Bakersfield and Cal State
Dominguez Hills.
As the Coyote softball season
comes to a dreary end, the only
upside extended can be a new sea
son in the foreground with hopes
of erasing the memories and
record of 2003.
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Hockey club checks in at CSUSB and nationals
By Beartriz Barragan

Scene Editor
There's a roller hockey team
at CSUSB?
Yes.
And the Coyote team
impressed those who went out to
watch them.
In a two-year period, the
Coyote hockey team has accom
plished a lot. It has not been easy
establishing a club team, setting
up practices, playing games.
In it's first year, the roller
hockey team made it to the Sweet
16 championship.
Two Coyote players who
earned top recognition in the
Division I league by the end of
the season.
Mark Nazzal was chosen for
the 2nd All Tournament Team in
theNCTV.
Goalie Jason Keith led the
league in scoring with 67 point,,
most wins, and was 5th in the
league in saves with a 80.8%
GAA..
"
Bryon O'Reiily scorec
points while only seeing 12
games of action.
The team spent their last two
years trying to establish a hockey
team that not only would get rec
ognized at CSUSB, but also
amongst the other schools which

Courtesy of www.geocilies.com
Cal State San Bernardino roller hockey team is part of the Collegiate Roller Hockey League and went
to the National Championship Tournament
participated in the uoiiegiat
Roller Hockey League.
By September of 2001, the
Coyotes participated in tourna
ment games before actually start
ing a full season.
In 2002, the Coyotes were
given permission to play a full

"season in mc
against schools like: Cal Poly
Pomona, Chico State, and
University of Nevada, Reno. The
Coyotes went later on to play
University
of
Delaware,
University of South Florida, and
Colorado State.

Upland for each practice and
home game. Practice is only held
once a week because renting the
arena costs $100 an hour.
Money problems have been
an issue for the Coyotes. While
most teams at CSUSB are funded
through school programs, the
hockey team had to pay for most
of it out of their pockets and
donations from the community.
The Coyotes started the 19game season with three straight
wins against Santa Barbara
College, UC Santa Barbara, and
University of Nevada, Reno.
By the end of the season, the
Coyotes earned a spot in the
National
Championship
Tournament
(NCT
V)
in
Feasterville, Pennsylvania on.
Despite a good performance,
the 'Votes came back home after
a loss to University of Central
Florida in the Sweet I6'finals.
"We could have taken it all,
we have played well against Cal
Poly Pomona as well as with the

rin
mship?* saidr^zzal

have been really successful. No
one imagine that we would go
this far," said team captain Mark
Nazzal.
The Coyote team is made up
of 15 men who travel to Wayne
Gretzky Hockey Center in

The team did well and are
looking to recruit new members
soon for the next season.
Ladies are welcome; this
hockey league is coed and
encourages women to participa

Juggling school and sports is a circus act
11\

\llllllMIV (

I'll/

s/»/// ii nti't
e SbSB IS an insthuie of
higher learning and is detlicatcd
to producing «.\ inning in athletic

programs
Bill when combming educa
tion with athleiie activity, there
has lo be control over the snuggle
bet\\ een the two.
One such siudciu with the
abiliiy to succcssfulK combine
athletics ami sch<wK\ork is soph
omore Sarah Rencker. She is a
lifeguard and tlic co-captaui of
women's water polo team.
; ^ Another student is junior
.f.R, Reyes. He is firoin San Diego
W'ho mmsfcrred from 'I'exas, and
is one of the best players on the
men's golf team.
There are many contrasting
elements of being a smdcnt-athletc.
I .sal down w ith these athletes
and discussed the burdens of their
demanding iifcstyies.
.\iilluin\ ( ni/: 1 low r: n
like 10 be a stiKlent-athletc?
Sar:iJ> kciuLir;
rewarding because everyone
acknowledges you. Bth diere

wouldn't be nnich ot'a dilVcrenec
if 1 were jusl a siiideni. It's not
like a can get away witlj anything.
Yet, I probably wouldn't act dun
much recognitii>n.
.I.k. kiAcs: I' •
It's hartl because \ou miss a^n of
class. We leave Sunday miming,
and then miss- Monda^S, and
Tuesday for the tournaments We
leave for tournaments aK>ut iluec
times a ijiiarier.
AC: Whtu are the biggest
advantages and dis:idvantagc.s of
being a student athlete'
- Ml: Iherereally isiiTexcept
that you get to represent/your:
scteol.
JR: Traveling would: he- the
biggest advantage. 1 can go to
places like Grcgivn or Colorado
which 1 normally would not visit.
.Also scholarships aie a big plus. I
don't have to lake loans and they
pa\ for m> living. You ako meet
so many new people. The biggest
disadvantage is that you miss so
much sciiool. Quarters go by so
fiist anil it's hard lo eateh up.
.AC: What arc the biggest
miscoticcptions?
SR: People thmk you are
better tliau them.

___

Rohvri V'hiichiuid'CSljSH
Senior basketball player Lance Ray succesHfuHy juggled school and sports by making the Verizon AllAcademic District A Team and making CC.'f.'l First-Team
JR: People think you take
easy clrtsses or you are an airhead
or a typical jock. I am taking 22
unit.s this quarter.
AC: Do you work on the
oir-season?
SR; You have to motivate
yourself. A'ou have lo set goals
tor improvement.
JR: We play in big amateur

events that we have to apply for.
But we don't really work out
because you hurt yourself if you
are not flexible. I also play free
golt at my work.
.-AC: How is living?
SR: 1 live at home, so the
drive i.s terrible.
JR: 1 lived in the dorms, and
that was cool because you meet

new people. Now, I live in an
apartment. Ifyou don't live with
your parents, it's always the;
same.
AC: How does rccmitmeni
and transfLMTing work?

-School and Sports
cont. on page

